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Governor William J. Mills has appointed Johnson Allen of Clayton,
Union county and Harry B. Dawson of
Carrizozo, Lincoln county, notaries
public.
Land Entries.
The following are the land entries
Garat the Santa Fe land office: Elias
Bloom-field- ;
cia, Canyon; Charles N. Hare,
Edwin R. Lane. Naranjos; Tom
Robinson, Shoemaker; Celestina Martinez, Shoemaker; Edward M. HarTeodoro
rington, Albuquerque;
Josephine N.
Villaneuva;
Thompson, Wagon Mound; James F.,
Rat-lifJacobson, East Las Vegas; Anne
Los Tanos, Guadalupe county.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J.
has received the following sums
for the treasury: Game and Fish
Warden Thomas P. Gable, $240;
of
Romero, treasurer
county, $403.47; W. B. Wagner,
Celso
ot San Juan county, $376.97;
Lopez, $301.2"; E. Pinney, of Bernalillo, $787.21; Jackson Agee, of Grant
county, $1034.52; J. D. Martinez Jr., of
Taos county, $9S.G2; Alexander Sandoval, of Sandoval county, $139.03;
Chris Raithel of Luna county, $35.73;
Camillo Sanchez, of uuadalpe county,
Pa-le- n

Rey-mund-

Tor-Tanc- e

$305.99.

Total:

$3,723.41.

Skipped Bond.
Mounted Policeman C. F. Lambert
arrested Joseph Fresquez on the
charge of assaulting Bonifacio Moya
with a deadly weapon. Fresquez was
brought to Raton for a preliminary
hearing, put under bond and now it
appears that he jumped his bond and
the police are looking for him.
Reports received here show that the
Indian who was arrested recently in
the southern part of Grant county and
who told weird tales of bloodhounds
pursuing him and whose shoulder
showed a bullet wound, was the man
who was shot in a saloon brawl in
Elizabethtown, Colfax county some
weeks ago. But the Indian's identity
still remains unknown.

Entertainment for Teachers.
Secretary R. F. Aspfund of the New
Mexico Educational Association stated today that arrangements have been
made for a football game between the
TTnivorsitv nnil
the University of New Mexico next
Thursday afternoon at St. Michael's
College, beginning at 3:30 o'clock.
There will be a basketball game between girls during the week, and
other diversions for the visiting
Mow

TWavinn

VnrmQl

teachers.
The Normal University's Glee Club
will accompany the Las Vegas delegation; the glee or "Cherzo" club of Raton's High school will be here any
many other musical organizations are
coming to discourse soul stirring melodies.
Day Proclamation.
Thanksgiving
November 30th, the last Thursday
of November of the present year, according to the usual custom has been
set apart by the President as a day
of thanksgiving and prayer.
During the last year New Mexico
has had much to be thankful for. Opportune rains have fallen over the
greater part of our area, so that as a
rule bountiful crops have rewarded
the toil of the husbandman; fruit
trees and gardens have produced
and our herds of cattle and
flocks of sheep have Increased largely
in number and cattle have brought
exceptionally high prices. During the
year we have been free from epidemics and plagues and the health of our
citizens on the whole has been good.
History has been made during the
last twelve months. A constitution
for the government of New Mexico
has been adopted; state officers have
been elected by the people at an election marked by quiet and good order,
and in a few weeks the officers so
chosen will assume the reins of govplen-'teousl-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, Nov. 11. At the close ot
the debate today the Reichstag refer- red the Moroccan-Congtreaty with
France to the Budget committee, to
whom the government is asked to
Resolumake further explanation.
tions demanding an extention of the

Reichstag's rights regarding the conclusion of treaties, were referred to

the same committee. .
A public and semiofficial
rebuke
Crown
has been administered to
Prince Frederick William throut;n an
inspired telegram from Berlin published in the Cologin fiazett.e today,
and which fully confirms the repi'.t
that Emperor William reprimanded
his son for having oponiy demonstrated his H'proval of the attacks on the
government's Moroccai pmicy and the
Lelluose utterances in the Reichstag
on '.'luirsday.
Emperor Embarrassed.
For a similar instance of public censure for the crown prince, one must
go back to 18G3, when Crown Prince
Frederick was rebuked for criticisms
of Chancellor Bismarck's policy in a
speech made a Danzig.
The dispatch to the Cologne Gazette
says: "We believe it to he the right
and duty of the heir to the throne to
take an interest in politics. He can
not be approached for forming his
own opinion, even if it is not consonant with the imperial policy.
"We further do not desire that the
crown prince be prevented from ex
pressing his opinion in a fitting manner and place; not, however, in the
way chosen in the Reichstag, the effect of which we consider extremely

grave."
It goes without question that the
episode and the press comments there
upon were reported to the emperor
and the absence of the crown prince
at Friday's sitting was due to the era-peror, to whom Thursday's events and
the considerations involved therein
cannot be agreeable."
The crown prince will return to
Danzig this evening.
Germany Agrees to Arbitration.
Berlin, Nov. 11. In the treaty,
Germany agrees to the establishment
ui a. neuuu pruieciuraie in Morocco,
land the abolition of her extra-territrial rights. France agrees that joint
Franco-Germacompanies may execute contracts for public works in
Morocco to the opening of Agadir to
international commerce and that all
differences regarding Morocco and the
Congo be submitted to arbitration.
o

n
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Dreadnaughts
Attendant Cruisers
tend the Party

and
At-

DURBAR AT DELHI NEXT MONTH

Most Elaborate Cermonies Are

Planned at Calcutta, the
Capital
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Portsmouth, Eng., Nov. 11. The
Medina, carrying King George and
Queen Mary to India, left the harbor
this afternoon to the accompaniment
of a royal salute by the guns of the
warships and forts.

(By Special Leased Wire New Mexican)
Phoenix,
Aria., Nov. Jl. Harris
Hansue of Log Angeles, driver of Mercer car No. 1, who was injured in the
free for all race at the fair grounds
re Thursday was pronounced out
of danger today.
Hansue it was said, would be confined to his bed for several days more
but would bear no permanent marks
of his plunge through the outer fence
of the fair grounds while going fifty
miles an hour. Fred Fuller, driver of
The postofflce site at Vance, Union Mercer car No.
2, which
also was
county, is changed 160 rods west.
wrecked, sustained three broken ribs.
"
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FALLS

ELSEWHERE

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
After working past midnight and (Bv Special Lfasrfl Wire to New Mexican) (By Special T.easwl vTiro to New Mexican!
Washington, D. C, Nov. 11. Italian again today at tabulating. Chairman
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 11. Sending
Nanking, Nov. 11. The imperialists
victories yesterday following on Turk- venccsiao
am owreiai) have regained the upper hand in Nan- the mercury down 40 degrees in two
jaramuiu
ish and Arab attacks on the Italian
r
Herbert W. Clark of the Republican' king and the dragon Hag again flies, hours, a cold wave swept over
were reported to the state central committee, were able to;
fas and Missouri from the northwest
Kiang Yin fort.
Italian embassy here today from Trip- arrive at some definite conclusions by
Dunns the night, the imperial gun-- ; today. At 1 o'clock this afternoon,
oli. The dispatches indicated that the
this afternoon, as to pan. of the Re- - boats shelled the revolutionary camp the thermometer ut the United Ktat.es
Italian troops after repulsing small
ticket. This tabulation of and this morning troops found that the weather bureau bore recorded 36
attacks of Arabs, had carried their publican
50,000 votes show that the Republic
position three miles outside grces here. At 11 this morning it
read 76. Similar sudden falls were
pursuit of the attacking parties up cans have elected beyond a doubt both the south gate had been evacuated,
to the Turkish entrenchments.
It is believed the rebels are dis- recorded from ull over northern
the attorney general,
Congressmen,
An attack of Turks and Arabs, aidover their failure to receive sas and Missouri,
the supreme court, the state auditor,,
ed by artillery, on the left wing of the
the land commissioner and probably! new supplies of ammunition and by Storm Sweeps Southern California,
Italian entrenchments is reported to the
corporation commission, the state! the wholesale slaughter of Chinese! Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 11
have been repulsed early yesterday. '(secretary,
homes and
cemeteries
Churches,
the state superintendent of: by the Manchus yesterday.
The organization of a sanitary sys- schools and state treasurer, but lost
Outlook Decidedly Gloomy.
gardens were battered by a wind storm
tem for Tripoli is reported in progress
and .which swept southern California early
the governor by 2,500 voies and the
Peking, Nov. 11. The throne
by the Italian authorities.
lieutenant governor by 1,500 votes. government alternated between hope. today.
Holy War Threatened.
The state legislature stands as yes- - and despair today. This morning
ai The roof of the church of the
Nov. 11. Reports have
Tripoli,
was received from Yuan Shi siah, a new brick edifice, was torn
the Senate of six-- j
reported:
terday
been received that the Arabs are pre- teen
Republicans and eight Demo-- i Kai in which he said he was unable to eff with a roar which aw akened
paring for a holy war, and that they crats; the House of 29 Republicans,
to Peking and expressed a pessi-- j dents for blocks around,
lj
have sent delegations to Tunis to inOrange and lemon groves escaped
Republican and 19 Dem-- mistic view of the situation. A second
Progressive
vite the natives to cross the frontier ocrats. The Republicans have
message, coming several hours later, damage.
and join the Mohammedans
in TriAlmost Zero at Colorado Springs.
and district attorneys of four was more cheerful.
poli.
districts: the Democrats of three, with, The dispatches were directed to the! Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 11.
one district still in doubt. By this; foreign board, and in the first Yuan To(,!' is the coldest of the season
NEW LIFE TO GOLD FIELD
afternoon, all but 144 voting pre-- ! Shi Kai said, the "outlook is decided- - hprt'- At 8 a. m., the thermometer
b"ve zero, but. at noon
OF SEWARD PENINSULA. cincts had sent in their returns and ly gloomy. I do not expect to be able stond a'
the total vote in those that had re- to effect the desired pacification ' hild ris('n t0 8 above.
Two Belw Zero at Denver.
Rich Pay Gravel Was Found at Depth ported was as follows:
Moreover, my health is so feeble that
Denver, Colo., Nov. 11. The cold
of Eighteen Feet Below
Bursum. McDonald. I am unable to come to Peking and as-- !
1177 sume the post of premier."
the
Surface.
jwave moving eastward from
Bernalillo
1450
Northwest took o sudden sweep south- Chaves
doom.
328
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Colfax
Peking, China, Nov. 11. Gloom set- - ward today and included Denver in
Nome, Alaska, Nov. 11. The discov-er- Curry
685j tied deeper over the official family i,s Rrasp. In ten minutes the mercury
of a second beach line at Bluff Dona Ana
9S when
this was read, for they had in dropped from l.fty degrees to twenty,
1067 mind
City, sixty miles east of here, has Eddy
yesterday's announcement of 'lnu ""'n in a more leisireiy fashion,
given a new lease of life to prospect- Grant
273 the Chinese
papers that Yuan Shi Kai accompanied by a heavy fall of snow,
20 had been invited
ing in Seward peninsula. Rich paj Guadalupe
by General Yuen-Hen- declined to two degrees below zero.
was found at a depth of eighteen feet Lincoln
167
Fifteen Below at Butte.
the leader of the Revolutionbelow the surface and at an elevation Luna
373; ists, to become
Butte, Mont., Nov. 11. The
of the repubpresident
of twenty-tw4G
feet above sea level. McKinley
fell to fifteen degrees below-zerlic of China pending the assembling
There is no doubt from the nature of Mora
190
at dawn, but the weather was
of a parliament.
the gravel that it is a marine deposit, Otero
173
It seemed as though the last hope moderating at noon.
and it is believed to be a continua- Quay
400
of the throne had given away. Yuan's
tion of the second ueach line found Rio Arriba
800
a DATES FOR WORLD'S BASE
was
second telegram however,
at Nome, which aaded many millions Roosevelt
531
BALL SERIES NEXT YEAR.
informed
It
the
cheering surprise.
of dollars in gold to the output of Sandoval
50
board
the
that
negotiations
this district.
3S2 foreign
San Juan
Will Be Earlier Than This Year
with General Li Yuan Heng had tak- They
749
San Miguel
and
Sunday Contests Will
en a turn for the better and that Gen304
Santa Fe
Be Arranged.
AMERICANS BARRED FROM
of
Li
showed
eral
less
becoming
signs
60
EXHIBITION. Sierra
(INTERNATIONAL
would
and possibly
Socorro
!30
(Bv Special Tensed Wire to New Mexican)
...
2S1
igree to a peace compromise in order Chicago, 111., Nov. 11. Moving forPavilion Closed, Awards Withdrawn Taos
to avert further bloodshed. Yuan add-:e- ward the
date for beginning
8S
the
Torrance
and United States Artists
that Li's colleagues differed on world's base ball series next year to
50
Union
Excluded at Rome.
matters of policy and that trouble October 7, will not change the num-jbe- r
Valencia
1619
of games to be played by either
might arise among them.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rome, Nov. 11. Differences among Total
47S7
7266
the managers and patrons of the Inhurried to the quarters of Prince remain at 154 games. In the east, the
McDonald majority 2479.
ternational Art Exposition have rethe acting premier, with the la- final games probably will be played on
Clung,
McKinley County.
sulted in the closing of the American
The following is the unifflcial vote test dispatch and Ching lost no time Saturday, October 5, while in the
in conveying the
Pavilion, the withdrawal of the Amer for McKinley county:
to
the west the season will be prolonged for
tidings
Fergusson
a day in order to permit of Sunday
ican jurors of awards and the exclu364; Valverde 349: George Curry 445; throne.
sion of American exhibitors from the
contests.
Sixteen
Bur-sudecapitated.
list of those eligible to receive prizes Elfego Baca 446; McDonald 378;
Amoy, Nov. 11. Attacks by robber
424; Baca 350; Martinez 450;
bands in different Quarters threw the
348; Romero 430; Marron 363;
PRESIDENT TAFT REACHED
Mirabal 441; McGill 331; Clancy 455; city into a panic early today. The
CITY
KNOXVILLE, TENN., TODAY. White 354;
self constituted, dealt
Stroup 341; Emerson 355; authorities,
with
the
situation
V;st they could.
Ervien 451; Burkhart 351; Dunn. 353;
He Will Be Chief Figure in Round of Hanna
The water patrol captured a piratical
353; Parker 452; Roberts 453;
HAS
Entertainments for Four
Wright 451; Owen 331; Martinez 349; junk and its crew of sixteen men
Hours This Evening.
await
The
inland
decapitation.
Van Stone 353; Armijo 447; Williams
junk
traffic proceeded more freely today
Groves 450.
i
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 455;
but coast navigation was wholly sus- It Is of
Slate, Is Five Feet
Knoxville, Tenn., Nov. 11. On the
Guadalupe County.
pended. Taotai Chang assumed office
last day of his long tour, President
Complete returns from Guadalupe
and
The
radicals
favor
Long
surrenderWeighs Forty
Taft reached Knoxville today. He county are: Curry 1121; Baca 1072; today.
Pounds
will be the chief figure in a round of Fergusson 1001; Valverde 936; Bur-su- ing the city to the revolutionists and
entertainments for four hours, then
1020; McDonald 1046: Martinez this policy probably will prevail.
will depart for Washington, where he 1051; Baca 994; Romero 1044; Luceroi Chang Chow, with a population estimated as high as 1,000,000 situated IT'S ONLY
arrives Sunday.
!5b; sargent 1066; Delgado 983; Mira200.000 YEARS OLD
miles west by north of
bal 1057; Marron 1025; Clancy 1117; twenty-fou- r
STEAMER MINNESOTA STRANDED McGill 967; Stroup 1068; White 1003; Amoy, reports that the rebels anBUT IS FLOATED AGAIN. Ervien 1077; Emerson 969; Parker nounce that the city win be occupied Dislodged by Blast of Dynamite
1064; Roberts 1071;
Wright 1062; November 20. The people are fleeing,
in the Foundation for
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Burkhart 976; Dunn 956; Hanna 955; fearing a repetition of me experiences
Union Depot.
Tokio, Nov. 11. A wireless mes- Armijo 1067; Williams 1080; Groves of the Taiping rebellion. Foreigners
sage from the steamer Minnesota of 1076; Owen 975; Martinez 957; Van are in no danger. Reports from Foo
the Great Northern Steamship Com- Stone 966; Ilfeld 1081; Baca 969; Chow say the the fighting there (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexicanl
pany today, reported that the vessel Clancy 1052; Baker 9S1; Labadie ceased last evening when the Manchus
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. xi. A prehad stranded in the Kurusima pass- 1079; Rael 993; Manzanares 1075; surrendered. The viceroy is dead and historic
serpent has been unearthed
age off, Shikoku Island, but later was Gonzales 977; Leahy 1028; Haydon the tartar general ig severaly wound- here by a blast of dynamite on the
floated and proceeded for Kobe.
ed.
979; Ward 1069; Hunker 1014."
site of the new Union station. The
McDonald
Foo Chow in Turmoil.
24,243
serpent is five feet long, looks like
Bursum
Foo Chow, Nov. 11. The Manchus slate, and weighs more than forty
21,957
X
FOOTBALL.
who were defeated yesterday have pounds. It has a wide flat tail but
At New Haven, Connecticut, SS McDonald's majority
2,286 concentrated at the governor's palace. a head like an ordinary modern snake.
X final: Yale Freshmen 0; Prince- - $g E. C. deBaca
20,769 Robbers are burning and looting. The It is believed to be close to 200,000
3S
ton Freshmen 0.
. .19,678 whole city is in disorder.
Malaquias Martinez
years old, its resting place being in
X
At Ithaca, N. Y., Final
Plan Constitutional Convention
solid rock. It will be presented to a
score: Cornell 6; Michigan 6. X Baca's majority
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 11. De- local museum.
1,097
X
At Lawrence,
Kans. End
tails of a plan for a constitutional
first period: Oklahoma 3; Kan- - X Antonio Lucero
.'
20,500 convention at Shanghai, at which the
LEE ARM I ST AD, NEGRO,
sas 0.
Secundino Romero
19,971 new Chinese republic will be estabESCAPES MOB OF LYNCHERS.
X
St. Louis First period: Mis- - X
lished and a constitution adopted,
Si souri University 5;
Washing- - St Lucero's majority
529 were made public by leaders of the
ton University 5.
j$
Chinese National Association here to- Broke Through Cordon That Had Gathered to String Him Up at
V At Cambridge i inal: Har- - X Sargent
...20,250 day. Delegates already are on the
X vard, 15; Carlisle, 18.
SS
Tampa, Florida.
to
the
way
convention
Delgado
20,121
city. Every
IS
At Ithaca, N. Y. Ena third X
which
province
has been taken or (By Special Leased Wire to New
X period:
Mexican)
'Cornell, 6; Michigan, X
129 has voluntarily joined the revolutionSargent's majority
Tampa,
Fla., Nov. 11. Slipping
X 0.
X O. N. Marron
will
cause
be
ary
and
a
cordon set about him by a
....20,615
represented
through
X
At Philadelphia End third X Mirabal ...
19,892 provisions will be made for the ad- mob last night, Lee Armistad,
the
X period: Pennsylvania, 11; La- - X
mission of the other provinces later. negro, who fatally shot Town Marshal
X fayette, 6.
x Marron's majority
723 The delegates have been appointed by Yates and a convict guard at Plant
X
At Evanston, 111. First per- - X F. W. Clancy
21,180 the revolutionary parties In the vari- City, today, escaped a probable end
X iod:
NorthwestX
Chicago, 6;
W. R. McGill.
19,939 ous provinces, but their actions will by lynching.
Search for him conX em, 0.
X
be submitted to a vote of the people tinues.
X
At Annapolis End
third X
Clancy's majority
1,241 for ratification
peace is restorX period: Navy, 26; University X A. B.
Stroup
20,622 ed. Each has been pledged to sanc- LULL IN M'NAMARA
X of West Virginia, 0
X Alvan White
20,439 tion only a form of government based
TRIAL AT LOS ANGELES.
X
At West Point First peri- - X
upon the absolute abdication of the
X od: Army, 9; Bucknell, 0.
X
Stroup's majority
183 Manchu dynasty, and the institution No Session of Court
and Principals
X
At New Haven Third peri- - X R. P. Ervien
of a thoroughly Republican
.....20,743
system of
rpend Day In Holding
X od: Yale, 15; Brown, o.
X J. L. Emerson
;
20,382 representative rule.
Conference.
X
At LaFayette, Ind.: End sec-- X
Government Will Fix Scale of Wages. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
X ond period:
X
Ervien's majority
Purdue, 0; Iowa
361
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 11. EighLos Angeles, Calif., Nov. 11. The
X 0.
X C. J. Roberts
23 017 teen Chinese scholars who have been principals in the McNamara murder
X
At Indianapolis First peri- X E. R. Wright
..22,907 engaged at the task for thirty years, trial spnt today in conference reX od: Indiana, 0; Illinois, 0.
x! F. W. Parker
.22,845 have completed the magna charter of garding the situation.
There wag no
X
At Princeton, N. J. Final: X R. H. Hanna
22,833 China, according to Ho Lee, president court session in the case, the atten- X Princeton, 3; Dartmouth, 0.
X Summers Burkhart
I tion of
......22,804
Judge Bordwell being occupied
W. A. Dunn
om Pane Four.)
(Continued
otherwise.
.....22,607
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Imperial Government at Pekin Blizzard Is Sweeping from the He Accuses Four Cabinet Officers of Lobbying in the
Rocky Mountains to the
Vacillating Between Fear
Eastward.
and Hope.
Lower House.

KANSAS

King-Emper-

10th day of November.
A
n
1911.
"
Witness my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
'
WILLIAM J. MILLS.
(Seal)
Governor.
By the
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Postal Changes.
The postofflce of Plager, Quay
county is discontinued. Mail to

j

B!5C00BAGE!!!SiDE?l

Lu-cer- o

Eleven dreadnaughts, composing
the first battleship squadron and at
tendant cruisers, led the Medina out
to sea. The fleet is due to arrive at
Calcutta during the first week in Deernment.
Now, therefore, I William J. Mills, cember and two days later the party
Governor of the Territory of New will proceed by train to Delhi, which
Mexico, in accordance with the usual place they should reach on December
custom, do hereby proclaim Thursday, 10.
November 30th, A. D., 1911, to be
There will be elaborate ceremonies
Thanksgiving Day, and a "legal holiday at. Calcutta, and the Durbar proper,
in the Territory of New Mexico. The at which his majesty will formally asobservance of this day is strictly an sume the title of
will
American custom and it should be ob- be held at Delhi on December 12.
served by all. Schools will be closed
and the people generally when they
can do so should attend places ot HARRIS HAN HUE IS
NOT SERIOUSLY CRIPPLED.
worship and give thanks to the Alfor
mighty
having safely brought our
country through another year and for Plunged Through Fence at Phoenix,
Arizona, While Going Fifty
having given us as a people so many
Miles an Hour.
comforts and blessings.
Done at the Executive Office this
to'

the

j

ARE

(Bv Special Leasfcl Wire to N'-- Mexican"
Dodge City, Kansas, Nov. 11. "The
great battle of 1912 must, be fought
on the splendid record of the Democrats in this, the ;2od Congress, end
upon that record we can win, not only
next year, but for years to come."
Thus spoke Champ Clark, speaker
of the National
of Representatives today in addressing the Democratic
convention
Congressional
which met here to nominate a successor to th- late Judge E. II. Madison of the Seventh District.
George
Noelcy, a lawyer of Hutchinson, who
was defeated by Judge Madison at. the
last election, had no opposition for
the nomination today.
"I am here for the purpose and in
the hope of sending another Democratic congressman to Washington,"
continued Speaker Clark, "to keep
company with Joe Taggart, who last
Tuesday won such a brilliant victory
in the Second Kansas District. May
his tribe increase. Now that Kansas
has taken the first step in aligning
herself with the Democrats, it is to be
hoped that she will go the "whole
hog" to use a homely expression, ana
become a safely Democratic state as
she should be by ve)-y ru0 0f 0gic
and common sense.
"Somebody may inquire why I am
so desirous of electing another Democrat when we have already sixty-fivmajority in the House. The answer is
In the present House of 3S1
simple-- .
members, while on a full vole it requires only l'jr, votes to pass a bill,
we have to have 2u2 votes to pass a
bill over the president's veto. While
we passed all our tariff bills originally
by a vote of 2 to 1, when we came to
pass them over tiie president's veto,
we lacked fourteen votes of having
enough. A change of seven votes
would have given us the victory.
"Much pressure was brought to
bear on Republican members to induce them to save
the
humiliation of having his vetoes overI am informed and believe
ridden.
the fact to be that when the House
was voting on the vetoes four cabinet members were on the floor with
the White House patronage and the
White House power to persuade or
coerce Republicans into voting to sustain th presidents vetoes.
'it may be that some Republican
congressional brethren who voted to
sustain the vetoes at the extraordinary
session have learned something during
the congressional vacation by keeping their ears to the ground and may
vote with us if there are any more
presidential vetoes of tariff bills. But
we know that. Neeley will vote with
us and one vote may be decisive of
e

-

e

t

the result."
Speaker Clark quoted United States
Senator Works of California as saying: "Taft and I.aFollette are destined
to face each other in the next Republican national convention and if it
were left to a popular vote today
would be nominated and
easily too."
"United States Senator Brlstow
talks in a similar vein." said Speaker
Clark, "as do many other eminent personsall of which tends to illustrate
the peculiar brand of harmony now
rending and tearing the G. O. P. in
twain."
Clark Given His Reward.
Dodge City, Kans., Nov. 11. Champ
Clark, leader of the national House of
Representatives, was indorsed for the
Democratic nomination for president
in 1912 by the Democratic convention
of the Seventh Congressional District
here today. Mr. Clark, who was the
principal speaker at the convention,
was cheered lustily.
George Neeley of Hutchinson, was
nominated for Congress to succeed
the late E. H. Madison, Republican.
UNCLE SAM

IS LOOKING
FOR HIDDEN $422,000.

Late David Rothschild Is Supposed to
Have Secreted Them in Safety
Deposit Boxes.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
New York, 111., Nov. 11. Acting on
information received from St. Louis,
the U. S. district attorney's office here
today began a quest for $422,000 by
the late David Rothschild, the wrecker of the Federal bank in 1904. It is
said to have been deposited by him
under the assumed name of Levy in
two safety deposit boxes of some

banking institution.

CLEARING HOUSE BANKS
HOLD $12,045,150 RESERVE.

This is a Decrease of
Compared With
Week.

$2,165,500

as

Last

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
New York Nov. 11. The statement
of clearing house banks for the week
of five days shows that the banks hold
$32,045,150 reserve in excess of lega'
requirements. This is a decrease of
$2,165,500 in the proportionate cash
reserve as compared with last week
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The Little Store

and Ends

died at Raton, where he lived the past
thirty years. Penumonia was the
cause of death. His wife, three sons

DISTRESS.
Stomach
in Five

Settles Your
AH

Digestion
Minutes.

Eat and

Everything

Drink

f fiic Rrflfid
Ftidpr
LUUtl HI 10

Under the

to be as

Solitaire Brand

Represented

!

ii

ITCHfPRED

1

-

j

FEARFUL Eli

Fined for Drunkenness.
Drunkenness proved rather costly
for Juan Torres, residing in Chihuahua suburbs of Roswell. The lad was By Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
arrested by Policeman Er.own and ap-AnotherMan Had Itchingon Scalp.
peared before Police Judge Witt to
Hair Fell Out, Leaving Bald Spots.
answer the charge. Witt fined the
Now Hair Has Grown, Thanks to
youth $2 and costs amounting in all
Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
to about 710.

anti-fermt-

Good to
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and three daughters survive.

There would not be a case of indigestion here if readers who are subject to stomach troubles knew the treand digestive
mendous
virtue contained in Diapepsin. This
harmless nrenaration will digest a
heav- meal witnout tne slightest fuss
ol. discomfort; an(j relieve the sourest
acid stomach in five minutes, besides
overcoming all foul, nauseous odors
from the breath.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula, plainly printed on each
case of Pape's Diapepsin, then
you will readily understand why this
promptly cures indigestion and re- -

We Guarantee

Everything

DYSFEPSIA OR
STOMACH

M.

REACTIONARY TENDENCY
APPEARS ON MARKET.
Revived Strength Was Shown in All
Quarters for a Time in the
Second Hour.

"I deem it my duty to tell about a cure
that the Cuticura Soap and Ointment have

My trouble began in
made on myself.
splotches breaking out right in the edge of my
hair on the forehead, and spread over the
front part of the top of my head from ear
to ear, and over my ears which caused a most
fearful burning itch, or eczema. For thrco
years I had this terrible breaking out on my
forehead and scalp. 1 tried our family doctor
and he failed to cure it. Then I tried the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and used them
for two months with the result of a complete
cure. Cuticura Soap and Ointment should
have the credit due, and I ha'e advised a
lot of people to use them." (Signed) C. D.
Tliarrington, Creek, N. C, Jan. 26, 1911.
"I will say that I have been suffering
with an itching on my scalp for the past
few years.
My hair fell out in spots all
over "my head. My scalp started to trouble
with
sores, then the sores healed up,
me
and crusts formed on the top. Then the hair
fell out and left me three bald spots the
shape of a half dollar. I went to more than
one doctor, but could not get any relief, so
I
1 started to use the Cuticura Remedies.
tried one bar of Cuticura Soap and some
Cuticura Ointment, and felt relieved right
away. Now the bald spots have disappeared,
and my hair has grown, thanks to the Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I highly recommend the Cuticura Remedies to all that are
with scalp trouble."
(Signed)
suffering
Samuel Stern, 236 Floyd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Feb. 7. 1911.
Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
sold everywhere, a liberal sample of each, with
32-book on the skin, will be sent post-fre- e,
on application to Potter Drug &Chem. Corp.,
Dept. 9A, Boston, Mass.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Xew York, Nov. 11. A reactionary
L
.i.
f
or, vrr.to J tendency was apparent in the early
tions of undigested food, water brash, trading on the stock exchange today.
Nauseau, Headache, Billiousness and Heavy selling of the speculative Unit-!
depressed them rapidly and
other bad symptoms; and,
States
Copper,
Amalgamated
Steel,
to
not
will
laxatives
need
you
sides,
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 4a
Pacific and Reading fell back
keep your stomach, liver and intes-- , Vnion
The
a Point- - LS11 Valley lost 1
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. tines clean and fresh.
WE GIVE REGISTER
if vnm- stnmarh is Bn,.r and full of Hill stocks and St. Paul were almost
of the standari lssUS
gas, or your food doesn't digest, and the on'y onS
hoId firm- - After the first rush l
meals
seemto
don't
not;
why
your
fit,
11 the market
became nervous and
case from your drug- get a
rose
but
s00n
vigorously under
Ah-:gist and make life worth living?
solute relief from Stomach misery and'the leadership of the coalers
and Lehigh Valley rebounded
digestion of anything you eat lne
from the lowest touching la4 and
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
is sure to follow five minutes ater, 1
respectively Complete recov-cien- t
case is sum-- 1 179
and besides, one
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
made by United States
were
to cure a whole family of such.58
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
steel and the cPl,er stocks and the
trouble
rnarKet generally snowea an unaer-curreof strength. Towards 11
on Thursday and Saturday
Delicious Cream
preparation like Pape's Diapepsin, o'clock
profit taking sales on a large
nhirli ivill olnrrivc of avtima nr
sca,e were again in evidence and
during night, relie've your stomach Umon
('ecidfd
Pafl4c was
and
about
is
19
Black.
meals,
digest
misery
your
Phone,
as handy and valuable a thing as you
sins be as scarlet." The usual mid.
11-2clined
could have in the house.
evening
Observers week services Wednesday
The close was heavy.
7:30 o'clock.
The communion serf- in
well
the
acted
declared
the
market
ON THE PLAINS.
ices will be lield on the following
face of enormous profit taking sales
Dispirited I trod a pathway bare,
at 11 o'clock. Every one! is corin
rise
sustained
invited
by the
One slow monotony of level way,
dially invited to the house of the
No mountain height rose luminous in prices. There was evidence of manip- Lord.
ulation, but the breadth and scope of
air,
St. John's Methodist Church.
No rill came down
in iridisceat trading testified to a marked revival
interest.
The regular services will be conducol
public
spray;
Revived strength was shown in all ted as usual.
Sunday school 9:45 a.
Dusty and hot shone the unshadow
quarters for a time in the second hour. m. Preaching, 11:00 a. m. Epworth
ed day.
Lehigh Valley and Reading increased League, 6:30 p. m. Preaching 7:30 p.
154
Preaching both morning and
Sole Agent. For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Yet none of this annoyed a dweller their gains, selling at 180 and
St. Paul and Chesapeake evening by the pastor, whose subjec;
respectively.
there,
4LrALFA SUD. All kinds if flcvers, garden & field seeds in ulkand packaJ
A patient plowman, furrow scarce &. Ohio also loomed into prominence for the morning will be "The Churc':
and the Hill group and Union Pacific of God." The evening service will b?
begun,
which had been laggard, picked up of a general evangelistic nature. Mid
like
"I
the
"and
said
find
he.
Fe
place,"
The only exclusive grain house in
before the end. The desire to close week prayer service on Thursday at
it fair;
a
30 p. m.
Every Methodist Episco
Our crops reward us for the tilling out contracts over Sunday brought
market
the
stocks
in
of
amount
palian in the city, as well as every!
large
done
from the member of the local church is urged
Where we can see the shining of and there were recessions
of 1 to 11-2- .
Many stocks to attend and assist in this work.
highest
the
sun."
Phone Black
Phone Black
fell below yesterday's closing figures. Friends both among professed and un- proftbsed followers of Jesus are inLikewise, oh soul, heed not thy toil- United States Steel, Amalgamated
Come and
Copper, Union Pacific, Northern Pa- vited to these services.
ing place!
Dream of thy harvest! By each cific and several others showed losses bring your friends.
J. M. SHIMER, Pastor.
of a point.
contrite one
The Lord himself abides. Oh, wonBeware of Ointments for Catarrh
drous grace!
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
That Contain Mercury.
His presence glorifies thy labor
as mercury will surely destroy the
done,
sense of smell and completely deOne everlasting shining of the sun.!
Cathedral Church.
range the whole system when entering
Caroline D. Swan in the Living
Sun- it.
Twenty-ThirNov. 5, 1911.
Church.
through the mucous surfaces. Such
7 articles should
never be used except
day after Pentecost. First mass at
o'clock a. m. Second mass at 9:30 a. on prescription from reputable physim., in English. Third mass at 10:30 cians, as the damage they will do is
AROUND THE STATE
ten fold to the good you can possibly
a. m. in Spanish.
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
On Trial for Murder.
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mer(kick) 9:31 a. v.
Thomas Insley is on triel at Albucury, and is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
querque for the murder of William
Church of the Holy Faith.
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
In buying
Higgins, his brother-in-laRev. John W. Heal, Priest in surfaces of the system.
PHONE, RED 100.
Sunday after Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
Charge. Twenty-seconDied on His Way Home.
It is taken internally
Services Holy Communion the genuine.
Trinity.
James Patterson, while on his way 8 a. m. Morning prayer and sermon, and made in Toledo, Ohio by F. J.
Testimonials free.
home to his ranch ten miles north of 11 a. m. Sunday School, 9:45 a. m. Cheney & Co.
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
Moriarty with a load of wood, died Subject of sermon will be "Jacob's
bottle.
suddenly.
Dream." Genesis 28 chapt.,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
should
Every member of ue church
Sold Five Acre Orchard.
be present unless prevented by illness
W. E. King of
Throckmorton, or some other sufficient cause. Stranorchard
Texas, had bought a five-acr-e
gers are always welcome.
near Roswell paying J1150 an acre
therefore.
First Pre byterian Church.
B. Z. McCollough, minster. Sunday
Three Robberies at Albuquerque.
For Best Laundry Work
school, 9:45 a. m., Allen McCord, suwere
San Francisco Street.
on
committed
Burglaries
11
worship
Morning
perintendent.
The
at
Club
House
Thursday
Rooming
"Standing at the
To select your stones for mounting
at the residence of M. K. Wylder and o'clock; theme, Mrs.
Frank Andrews BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
for Holiday Presents. They are
O. J. Durand.
will sing a
McCord
and Mrs. Allen
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
always acceptable.
duet from the sacred cantata of Ruth
Suit for Divorce at Roswell.
entitled "Entreat me not to
G. W. Thorp has filed suit for div- by Broad,
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
leave thee."
Christian Endeavor,
orce at Roswell against his wife,
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
tne
case
against
6:30; subject, "The
They were saloon."
charging abandonment.
leader. Phone Red No. 23.
Thelma
Stevens,
Phone, Red No. 23
married 12 years ago.
theme, "A
Evening worship, 7:30;
way that seemeth right to a man." A
Suit for Divorce.
male quartet will sing. "Though your
In the district court at AlbuquerKERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
FOR
que, Susie Owens filed suit for divorce
LAUNDRY.
against Ben Owens. They married two
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
years ago, and there is an infant
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
daughter.
BRA Nil.
your laundry on Mondays and TuesA
Ladlcat Auk your Hmi rulflt for a
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
days and deliver on Thursdays and
C'hlvhester'a Diamond
ana
Hold metallic
I'll is in Kea
Ross Was Found Guilty.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
Fridays.
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
In district court yesterday, at AlbuTake ma other. Buv of TODP V
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Itrusfflftt. AskfnrCHI
3
LEARNARD-LINDEMANfor
KRANIft
N
PILI.H.
DIAMOND
querque, Paul Ross was found guilty
85
fc
are mended and buttons sewed on
years known as Best, Safest, Always Rellanla
of criminal assault on Josefa Gutierrez. baa
r
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
your shirts without extra charge.
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your Ross is a married man and the Gutierand
our
Our
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Piano.
for
Christmas
now
order
prices
rez girl is still in ner teens.
pianos,
your
feeling like a lump of lead in the
i,Di-.v- ,;
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'

lead-Iman- y

be-ie- rs
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The Delicatessen Store

Read-perfe-

i

Puffs

a

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Sab-bat-

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, (Jrain, Potatoes and Salt.

n--

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. TH E OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS YOU WONT SPOIL
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL"
YOU'VE
SOMETHING
BORROWED.
IT'S "A SURE SHOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOLK ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
BEST MADE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

It

Hardware We Have

If It

14.

Phone

1

iR

Attention !

I

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
robes, etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.
Phone 6619 Blk.
Santa Fe, N. M.

F. F. GORMLEY

45

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

d

rv.

DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."

J

Why Import Mineral Water?
WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET THE

:

s

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. Leave orders

Delivered to your house.

,

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

d

10-1-

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Qar
nets, and Other Stones.

Imperial Laundry

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

NOW IS THE TIME

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

HUBB'S

CHICHESTER S PILLS

COMPANY

and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARN ARD &
LINDEMANN CO.

Established I900

'

Albuqurque,
Piano Tuner.

E. M. Lehnor, Expert German

New Mexico

first class hack service

For hire at popular trloe
LINE

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILL08
Smithing Coal.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

ONTEZTJMA

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

AVENTJE

ear A. T. 4 8. F. Depot.

Telephone 85

85

Telephone

uaalet and Mtftfla

:

Phene Blaek

hoi

THEODORE COMICK,

fm.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

CilC
rUi dAlX

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in fheEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAn

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

.

our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico

HACK

RETAIL

A1SD

Cross-Roads-

You are requested to call and see and

f CettiCK'S

Wood

WHOLESALE

ft

182--

Heavy Wind Blows Down Stack.
The heavy wind of yesterday blew
down the big
smoke stack of
the Crystal Ice plant at Las Vegas,
and it will be necessary for the plant
to shut down for several days until
a new one can be put up.
St urges Estate.
In the probate court yesterday, the
report of the appraisers of the estate of Frank E. Sturges showed reai
property valued at $4,380; personal
property valued at 7,770; and corporation stock valued at $4,500.
Robert Campbell Dead.
Robert Campbell, aged 54 years,,

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

La Salle Restaurant

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bouna train and arrives at Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hoars.
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BY THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
furnished commercial men to take In
French
Noodle
Order 20c. a dish.
towns.
Embudo
Wire
the surrounding
New York Chop Suey 66c.
Station.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
Whefl in Reed of Anytlilnj
ia the Li VERY LINE.

C&L 'Phone 9

Drivers

CHAS. CLOSSON

FurnUbei

Don Oaspar Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

Zook's Pharmacy

Zook's Pharmacy

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Phone

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO., - Sandal and Geisha
Assorted Violet Waters
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New York.
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DUTCH TALCUM POWDER
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TON'S PROPHECY
salt mines of the Hutchinson, Sterling
CF SANTA FE TRAIL. and Lyons; the old stone corral near
Fe Citizens Show the
Lyoe; Ellingwood; Great Bend, the
Way.
It is Being
realized Picturesque, burial spot in the old trail days of
many traders; Lamed and old Fort
Historic Towns Along Highway
There can be no Just reason why
Larned, now a farm and stock ranch;
That Follows Its Course.
any reader of this will continue to
Dodge City, a bad town mad? good a
(Continued From Yesterday.)
suffer the tortures of an aching back,
city with a past; Cimarron, with its
the annoyance of urinary disorders, (Walter Williams in the Globe Dem- river crossing, where the braver
the dangers of serious kidney ills
freighters took the shorter, but more
ocrat.)
when relief is so near at hand and
All that Senator Benton prophesied dangerous, dry route to New Mexico;
Children naturally never think of
Garden City, the sugar city, home of
teh most positive proof given that or
suggested the new Santa Fe Trail the
a town that never
straw on their eyesight when
these ills can be cured. Read what provides.
possible
beet,
sugar
The prairie schooner, less
a Santa Fe citizen says:
poring over a fascinating book.
size and fewer in number than in needed to reform these are Kansas
towns along the trail.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
in rnWartn
It is up to you to see they do not ruin
fcrmer days; the auiomobile undream-er- ! are
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "Two and
Holly, Lamar, Las Animas.
La
their ycung eves these long evenings
of in Benton's time, use alike the
a half years ago I gave a statement trail
At Cimiirrom Kansas, Junta, Trinidad, on the old trail, and
by reading under a poor light.
for publication regarding my experi- - where road).
the old trail divided, the travel RockyonFord, Fowler, Pueblo and Canon
The Rayo Lamp is an insurance
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today ei
new
the
MexIn
City
Xew
trail.
upon occasion may see contrasts ico two
I am stronger in my praise of this ill niothnrla nf trfincnnrtflHnn
trails load to Santa Fe the
ag.iinri eye troubles, alike for young
mnct
one more traveled from Raton by Las
I suffered greatly remarkable.
and old.
remedy than ever
side by side are the
from disordered kulneys, the pains Santa Fe
Waltrous and Glorieta,
Vegas,
Tta R?y a
the
but it is constructed on the soundest
the Arkansas river,
lamp,
Railway,
,
less
m my back being so acute that I had the nW Santa Fe trail and
but more beautiscientific principles, and there is not a better
b(? other,
,0
lamp made at any price.
uu 6lop
from Raton by Cimarron,
"
u.k auu
Utt
It is easy on the eye because its light is so soft and white
seen, the deep ruts of the old trail ful,
and
the
wu.ae
uuume itaUu, b
wonderfully attractive and
The mover's wagon, the automobile, the Park,
widely diffused. And a Rayo Lamp never flickers.
rarely knew what it was to be free rassenger train mav be ln the Hne of yet unspoiled Cimarron Canyon, and
Easily lighted without removing thao'e or chimney; eav to clean and rewick.
a bit of the old world set down
soon aiier yision at the sam time
iruiu an acue or pain.
R ,g th,g Taos,
Solid brass throughout, with handsome nickel finish ; also in many other
styles and finishes.
i ueBau Um.iB uuauB tviuney r.ii, ;unlversality of value which wins sup-m- in the new.
At Tour dealer to Aow Jtou his line of Rayo Lmp: or write for cletcriptive circular
Trail's End.
pains and aches disappeared and
rt for tne good roads movement
to any agency of the
The end of the trail the old Santa
my back became strong.'
The cross-stathighway pays local Fe
For sale by al dealers. Price 50
Trail is at Santa Fe in the shady
Oil
nds
K
Co Buffalo , for the mQ
A granite marker rests oppo
cents,
(Incorporated)
plaza.
New York, sole agents for the United tte tax
site the old Fonda the staire marh
whch thg ))ad road
upon everr farmer who dwells upon stand and tavern, where travelers ALL INDIVIDUALS HAVE
.
SHOULD BE WELL REPwere entertained in the old davs. It
Remember the name Doan s and i(
SAME MENTAL POWERS.
is the veriest irony of fate that the
RESENTED AT CHICAGO.
take no other.
The revised Santa Fe Trail is built old
Fonda, home of the stage driver
"
of different material in different comand his company is now an automobile Brain Can Be Played Upon Like
Notice for Publication,
New State Special From New Mexico
munities.
In Missouri it is largely
Musical Instrument By Him Who
The first automobile party
to the National Irrigation
garage.
a macadamized road.
In Kansas it after two weeks over the old
Exerts the Will Power.
Department of the Interior,
trail
Congress.
is of the natural earth unsurfaced by from
Missouri, came late one SaturU. S. Land Office et Santa Re N M, otner
we
but
matria,
day afternoon to visit the Fonda at (By Sppcial Leased Wlrp to New Mexican)
October 24 1911.
Albuquerque, x. m,
Xov. 11.
Colorado and Xew Mex,
for somp the trail's end.
Paris, Xov. 11. Henri Bergson is Leaders
Here was found a
Notice is hereby given that Cres-- : pjileSi convict abor
in irrigation develonmont nnd
has
now the vogue of the fashionable
utiize(J garage owned by John H.
just
cencio R01bal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on upon tne road to
Walker,
promotion work in Xew Mexico are ac- grade and ,n some who had been from within sight of world. His lecture room at the
tiviilv ATI .l
Sept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 9886. casS t0 macadamize it.
c.,hhLU in
interest
p..v,.
some
hundreds is aflutthe trail's beginning on the Missouri
seating
me .National Irrigation Congress
IMO. 07754. tor iSW
SW
Sec. 2
i owns ot tne Trail.
ter
with society women who squeeze in
River.
H.
Smith
Perhaps Captain
which will meet in Chicago December
SB
ana SW 4 SE
and E
The towns along the historic high
Simpson of Taos, Indian fighter and into a foot of hard bench between
tli to 9th next. It is pointed out that
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13 way are packed with interest.
It is pioneer, was
students
of
the
to
his
hear
university
right when he said that
this will be the most important and
E Meridian, has filed notice of inten- ia liberal education in the Story of no one
utterances
philosophic
who tasted to the full the fascition to make Final five year Proof, to Yesterday to motor across the contin'a mw'tinS
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The appearance of ihe little white- nation of the eld trail ever willingly
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establish claim to the land above des- ent on the old road come to life. After left
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cribed, before Register or Receiver U. Daniel Boone, the most famous Amerithe con- The end of the new Santa Fe trail in B and expectation. He walk.
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ir Mo.,
S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on can pioneer, had made his home in
t
will be in California if the plans of y to nis place, sits down behind the take
it into the south
the 5th day of December, 1911.
Missouri, his sons, Daniel M. and
table, folds his hands and awaits the
the Xew Santa Fe
it as a drainage congress.
Claimant names as witnesses:
went to the deer licks in How- come to fruition. Trail Association immediate silence. As he
The association
speaks his
New Mexico just admitted to the
Plutarco Armijo, Viriginio Quintana, ard county, Missouri, in 1806 to make hopes,
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according to its
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and
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float
I'nion. is more interested than anv
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Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
it
the Missouri Ralph Faxon, to extend the old
his
Is
face
illuminated
brightness,
and
trail
other western state in the continued
river in hollow logs to sell in St. Louis read to take in the
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
states of Arizona, this illumination seems to be reflecLater they blazed a trail and then and California on
of the Iirigaion Congress and
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the wpst ntirl hr ted in the faces of his listeners for activity
Register. surveyed and constructed a road union with the Cumberland pike on his words are a call to hope and act the continuation of national and private reclamation work. Four million
through Central Missouri to Old Fran-- ; the east, make the
historic trail high- ion.
klin and the salt licks. This was the
acres of irrigable land are waiting de- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
way across the continent.
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Boon's lick road, the father of the
e attention of capi
trail has come back and will go on. idea that the capacities of mind, the '""i"""11
Santa Fe Trail. The Santa Fe Trail
Department of the Interior,
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U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. beginning at Franklin, practically a the history of
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New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked b7 United States War
as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
reet above sea level, sunshiny every
day, but little rain or snow during tha
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructor!,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pret.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary.
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
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shoe than the short vamp,
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Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more
healthy condition. The man's health is decidedly Improved.
THE NEAL TREATMENT has been
offically adopted by
the government of Australia and other state governments and
SIXTY-ON- E
INSTITUTES are now in operation or
opening in
the United States and foreign countries.
Literature and Full Information Will Be Furnished Upon
Application.

The Origina Nea Three Day Cure,
CALL OR WRITE

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 North Second St.

Phone,

Ml,

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

CLEARING COLORADO RIVER
FOR NAVIGATION,
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 11. Business men of Bay City, county seat of
Latagora county, on the Colorado river, fifteen miles or so back from the
bay, are intent on clearing the Colorado river for navigation. The mouth
of the river for a distance of twenty-fiv- e
or thirty miles is choked with
drift wood in many places so thick
that the water cannot be seen. This
drift wood has been accumulating for
nearly a generation and has come to
be known as the river raft.
Formerly
boats navigated the Colorado river for
a distance of fifty miles and it
purposes this navigation shall be restored. As the river, being navigable,
belongs to the federal government, It
is expected the government will
the cost of clearing out the raft pay
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special train win be less than for
the single passenger.
If you intend to attend the
Irrigation
Congress this year will you notify us
by return mail. Also will you
kindly
tell us whether or not von will ho
ot the 100 to make up the New State
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extra high top and the
commanding appearance
of the entire shoe.
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Come in
snappy lasts.
and let us try some of
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You will be proud of your feet in
one of these new styles.
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time for preparation is very
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short and we will therefore
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an early mail.
Yours very truly,
NEW MEXTCO BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION,
By H. B. HENING, Secretary.
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power in that state. The Democrats
voted to rebuke organization politics
iu their own party, although Mr. Gorman, the candidate for governor, was
not Identified with the corrupt practice of the organization leaders and
had demanded investigation of charges.
In New York the vote was one of
When the
repudiation for Tammany.
Democrats carried New York last year
they made the mistake of surrendering the party control to Tammany.
of TamWith the single exception
many's failure to elect its candidate
for Vnited States Senator, that organization had its way in legislation
and Governor Dix permitted Tammany
to dominate his administration.
The lesson of course will be lost
upon the Democrats of the country.
The Tammany wing of the party will
hfiv its wav in national pontics next
lyear and will name the candidate for
"president. The vote of last Tuesday
indicates what that party may expect

HOW

Her Health

end

WON

Strength

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1911.

curred; the first, from the 4th to 6th;
the second, from the evening of the
19th to the morning or the 21st; and
the third, from the 2Gth to the 29th.
Heavy snow occurred over the north
ern mountains on the 19th to 21st and
2Cth to 29th. Over the loAer levels it
disappeared rapidly and the ground
was generally bare at the close of the
month, but in the higher mountains
there remained from a foot in the
more exposed places to 3 or 4 feet in
the timber and the gulches.
The sunshine of the month was
large, although not above the normal
for the month. The period from the
6th to the 25th was practically with-- '
out cloudiness, save for the brief
storm period from the 19th to 21st.
There was 77 per cent of the total
possible sunshine at Roswell, and 72
per cent at Santa Fe, while for the
territory, as a whole there were 20
clear, 6 partly cloudy and 5 cloudy
The winds were prevailing
days.
southwesterly and light, as a rule, although a few wind and dust storms
occurred at many stations during the
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Tampa, Ha. In a letter from this
city, Airs. 13, C. Co runt writesi : "I was
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50
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Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena of
Las Vegas is here on business.
arranged around the houses, from the had the support of the Georgia
at the som h to the dining gation of 212, was defeated by 333
A. T. Royce, a gun salesman is here
room on the north. The affair wa.-- votes, the vote
from Denver.
He is at the Palace.
standing ,077 for Mrs.
cn-- i
and greately
Mrs. R. S. Garcia of Pinos Wells, largely attended
White, and 742 for Mrs. Schuyler. The
oyedTorrance county, is at the Coronado.
other general officers were unanimous- C. L. Pollard, the well known ranch- - The Modern Woodmen of America ly elected,
er of Espanola, is at the Montezuma. held a delightful social affair last night
Mrs. Rebecca S. Garcia of Pinos in Elks' hall and it was attended by
Wells, Torrance county, is a Santa Fe 130 or more persons, including many
ladies. A variety of games opened NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
visitor.
Henry Essinger, the El Paso sales- the program and these were followed
MRS. R. LOPEZ.
man well known in Santa Fe, is here by several musical selections, Messrs.
on business.
Shampooing
Bowlds, Schofield, Piatt and Dunlavy
Manicuring
Hair Dressing Massaging
Col. W. S. Hopewell, vice president singing a quartette "Meet Me Again
of the New Mexico Central railway, Tonight." The last verse was a paro,
Chiropody.
is at the Montezuma hotel.
dy on the Republicans. Miss Carroll Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
J. H. McHughes is here from
sang a delightful soprano solo and
having brought a fine span of Miss McConnell of the High School,
recited in a pleasing manner. Prohorses which he disposed of.
Governor and Mrs. William J. Mills, longed applause greeted each selecertertained informally at bridge Tues- tion. An oyster supper ensued. The FRESH
BREAD AND CAKE
day night at the executive mansion. social was declared a great success.
by all who attended and those who
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread. 25c
There were three tables.
J. E. Clark, superintendent of pub- cmpifmenete0df
anangements were Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
lic instruction, arrived last night from
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, who came last rresnueamruns Wednesday & Saturday
Santa Fe and spent several hours
Phone, 152 Red.
Saturday to cast his vote in the
here. Albuquerque Herald.
AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
Warden Cleofes Romero has return- election, departed this morning for
ed from- San Miguel county where he Santa Fe to resume the duties of his
helped roll up a good majority for the office as Secretary of New Mexico.
Although the returns received indiRepublican ticket, top to bottom.
cated the election tf McDonald and
A.
and
Mrs.
Judge
J Abbott left
THE TIME TO BUY
this forenoon for their home in the the Democratic full ticket, Mr. Jaffa
still
had
this
hope
HGT WATER BOTTLES
morning when he
Rito de los Frijoles after spending
the week as guests of Judge and Mrs. left Roswell that the Democratic reIs now. We have just received
turns
had been exaggerated and that
E. C. Abbott.
the big Republican counties would
alargelinedirect fromfactory,
The Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, arch- yet
carry the day. He expects to rethereby insuring fresh goods.
bishop of Santa Fe, has returned to turn to Roswell about the
first of the
New York city after visiting Chica
year to again make hVe home in the
go. He will start for Santa Fe the Pecos
Valley. He says that some dej latter part of the month.
lay unknown at this time may keep
him in Santa Fe 'until the middle of
January. Roswelj Daily Record.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Miss McFie's Success.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if It
Speaking of Miss Mary McFie,
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa- daughter of Judge and Mrs. John R.
ture is on each box. 25c.
Metie, who will begin a concert tour
in a few days,
arriving here December
2G, the Chicago Lawn "Advocate Review" said on November 4:
"Miss Mary McFie, who charmed us
KAUNE
GO. u nuns i me woman s Ulub reception quite recently, is a New Mexico girl who came here a
years
Where Prices Are Lowes ago to study the pipe organ few
with
when she decided to add
FOR
voice culture to her other studies and
under her efficient teacher, Mr. WilQUALITY
A
liam C. Willetts, who is now associaWe guarantee each and every Bot- ted with the Sherwood Music School,
tie we sell to last one year.
she has developed a beautiful dramatic soprano voice, pure in quality and
J
HICHfiWlDE
wide in range.
Not only that, but
Reliable
Always
Miss McFie has the brains, the musiDRUGGISTS
cianship and the sense of imagination
Poor coffee is an unwhich is bound to establish her in the
Phone, Red (61. NihtPhone,Red58. J
J
front ranks of the leading vocalists of
wholesome drink. To
The concert tour which
Chicago.
begin the day by drinking
she begins in the middle of November
it clouds an otherwise
will sdd materially to her already excheerful mind. See to
cellent reputation as a singer, and VXXXXXXXXXXXXSSX
Chicago Lawn was indeed fortunate
it, then, that you have
in
her services for the re
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Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. LAUGKLIN, President

J

H. F. STEPHENS.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

Cashier,

Cashier

MISS A.MUGLER

,

i
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Established

Incorporated 1903.

1856.

RIBBONS

Handsome Assortment
of Fancy Stock for the
Holiday Trade

A

THE FINEST WE HAVE EVER HAD

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs
And Pillow Tops

T",

Sf

j

.

i.9i

g

Artistic Line that will please the lovers
of trip Hnmp Rpsiitifnl

Full Line of Dress Trimmings
Just what you want for your winter clothes
The ideas are drawn from the latest fashion
plates and are correct in detail.

P.

Si

O. Box, 219.

:

:

:

:

fill

U III I

1,1

lull

V

A I
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Phone 36

:

swruuni muucrn

4

aJrlLLt brick residence, well
located, with -- barn, .chicken house,
warden, fruit trees, etc.

-

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

Price, 2,700.

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE
M

Phone. Red 189.

AND

ESTATE.

REAL
.

j

I

l.

119 San Francisco St.

Beautiful Hand -- Painted China
The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Article That You Might Be Interested In.
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details
Reliable

Je,,H. C. YONTZ, "SST

a

U S.

BUTT BROS. CO.,

COFFI

Chase & Sanborn's

LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

WE

KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125 Palace
M DC
I IlfUI A DfT Santa Fe.
Avenue. mHJ. H . UH VUAIY1S 1 ,
New Me

The Fifteen Club met yesterday afternoon at the residence of Hiss Mas-sie. Mrs. Weltmer
After
presided.
perfect
the reading of the beautiful club col-- j
color.
lect or prayer, the roll was called and
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
each member, as well as some of the
guests, responded with suitable quo--! PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
JUSTIN
tations. Then the regular program
305 San Francisco Street,
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL was followed. Mrs. Jaffa read a most
"Dis-little
delightful
story, entitled
j
NITS and ALMONDS
coveries" descriptive of the courtship
and early lives of the parents of a
in, Fresh Stock of young college man and his sister both
of whom thought that the romances
Aunt Jemima's Famou
and joys of life belonged entirely to
their period. A realization, however, '
PANCAKE FLOUR
came to them that, as all know, the
CARPENTERS
old, old story is forever new.
Mrs.
Wood
Donizetta
then
led
a
AND CABINET MAKERS.
Also Scudder's Maple Syrup
discussion on the world's" progress
which proved both interesting and instructive. The progress In mechanic- FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
al and electrical improvements, as
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
and surgical, the
H. S. KAUNE & GO. well as the medical
agricultural, social and ethical proWork Guaranteed.
gress of the world was reviewed. This
Phone, Red 115

as
4-

-

LL

THE MASTER TAILORS.

Directors
RISING, Funeral
PICTURE FR AMINO
Palace Avenue
Phone, 130 Red.

THE

PRICE-MAKE- R

WE as manysome fineasSets
HAVE

of China for the table,
you wish. Also Kitchen

pieces

Cabinets that make cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and "dress up" the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

SSSXXSXSSSSSXXX

XX

xxxxx

X

X

Blankets and
Comforters
Fine Line of
Blankets and Half Wool and
and Cotton. Those Soft, Fluffy Comforters that
keep you warm and yet are not so heavy.
All-Wo- ol

ADOLPH

SEL1GMAN

DRY GOODS
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Just a Word About Bonds
Of course you

want to do BUSIRIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted

NESS

with
Santa

Fe

Phone Black

THE NATIONAL

Abstract, Realty
No. 52

SURETY

&

COMPANY.

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

!

j

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

a

Just

j

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

LADY OR GENTLEMAN

YOU

can

be pleased and suited by
GERDES, OUTFITTER TO EVERYBODY
OUH STOCK OF

Readyto Wear Goods is "Sizzling Hot"
with
"Up-to-dat- e"

Garments.

If You Do Not Inspect Them You are the Loser.

JULIUS H. GERDES.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

(o

You

CO.

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

SIGN PAINTING

1

LLP. Steed & Son

Day and Night Phone.

k

W. N. TOWNSEND

PAINTING

The Fifteen Club.

with its fragrant
aroma and

..MILLINERY..

108

Many social functions are in the making for out
ciety this winter. Better be prepared. Get the best.

Carriages Automobile

ception."

High Grade Coffee

MULLIGAN &

ss

$35.00 TO $55.00

J

SAFE

I

full-dre-

Cer-rillo-

j

I

BARGAIN !

A

It has been said that nothing makes a man reel
more like a "stuffed sausage "with the skin
suitor
pulled ti.;ht than the average
tuxedo. This IS really true of the AVERAGE full
dress or tuxedo but'simply because the right
tailoring is not there. The ROYAL TAILORS are
Evening Clothes Makers supreme. They have
mastered the art of making a formal garment
that is only formal in name, with all the stiffness and clammy feeling left out. A Royal Dress
Suit or Tuxedo drapes gracefully, easily over the
body lines, and gives the wearer a perfect " at
home" feeling. A handsome FULL DRESS or
TUXEDO with silk linings, from

PLAZA BAKERY

nflMPAMY
VP

That Makes You
Feel Your Best

'

Art Draperies and Curtain Scrims
A Most

j

Get an
Evening Suit

j

1

jjj

j

in

-o
rL..

3

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are using it. It saves on your light
THE EYES.
and
pay for, by having it right where
display rooms are

bill
SAVES
Our
open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
you

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
V
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STANDARDIZING OF FOOD
PRODUCTS IS URGED.

St, Louis Rocky

i, I

5Cific

Lompany.

Railway

(39

In effect Sept, 1st

m Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Is the best f all medicines for the cure of diseases,
disorders end weaknesses peculiar to women. It is the
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly graduated physician an experienced and skilled specialist in
the diseases of women.
It is a safe medicine in any condition of tne system.
THE ONE REMEDY which contains no alcohol
g
aad no injurious
drugs and which

(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
London, Xov. 10. The heavy rains

which have broken the exceiJtior.al
drought which has prevailed this yar

(Iliad Up)

1910

IV.

Heavy Rains In Great Britain Cause
Untold Damage to Buildings
New Submarine Cable.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1911.

habit-formin-

may have done more damcreates no crev'ng for such stimulants.
STATION'S
19
1
age than good, according to reports
THE ONE REMEDY so good that its makers
mude by numerous landlords.
pm
sre not ofraid to print its every ingredient on
.. J)en Moines. N. V...Ar
0
60
They assort that the long drought
4
Kumaldo-7 40
each outsido bottle -- wrapper and attest to the
v
r
'
tsui
05
Dedman
has played the part of a long sustainutiw
truthfulness of t!io same under oath.
20
16
g
(Japullu
ed earthquake with the heavy rains
20
35
VIbII
It is sold hy medicine dealers everywhere, and any dealer who hasn't it can
50
25
Thompson
acting as the final shake. So severe
9 10
31
Cunnlntfhum
get it. Don't take a substitute of unknown composition for this medicine w
has been the action on many buildings
9 35
42
Ollfton House N. M
known composition. No counterfeit is as good as the genuine and the druggist
49
10 (r.
T,t
Karon, N. M.
that the repair bill will equal the ren- who savs something else is "just as good as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistaken
0
..Lv
Ai' 10 15
KalOll, N..M
i2 47
or is trying to deceive you for his own selfish benefit. Such a man is not to ibe
.. .Clifton House N'M....
7
9
jtal for the next two years.
The shrinkage of the clay and other
trusted. He is trifling with your most pricelets possession your health
9 32
4f
SPreston
3 07
S 65
55
Koehlor Junction
3 45
subsoils has been so great that In
may be your life itself. See that you get what you ask for.
9 05
.Koehler..
8 35
some places whole streets of houses
S
8 20
Mlolfa
4 15
have developed threatening
02
7
crach.
(VrrosoHO
4 43
!
Lv1
7 45
82
Ar..
t?lmarrou
CREAT INJUSTICE DONE MEXICO
5 00
drainage systems have been disorgani-- I AMERICAN NATIONAL LIVE- comis
6 35
Ar a m
Cimarron
5 1(1
ASSOCIATION.'
and
SAYS DR. T. F. MARTIN.
are
zed
hav
STOCK
building
27
inspectors
6
Nash
6 18
ft
As
fort.
is
older,
6 17
5 2"
Harlan
ing the busiest time of their careers.
6 00
94
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
Ar
5 45
less
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 11. "We
The damage to the London suburbs
,p ni
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 11. Ed.
pm
has been especially severe.
There
nt lo impress on me people oc lex-V. Tt. Snill- P.
nnrl
nresidpnr
Tsnrer
Perfection
Get a
Smokeless Oil
ii'ionneota ai Colfax wltn K. P. S. W. Ry, train both North and Soutb.U:
has been a wholesale subsidence in air.( secretary of the Cattle Raisers' As- - af; tnat a reat injustice is being done
Sstatte for Van Houten N'. M, meet (rains at Preston N.lM.Z
Heater, and you keep warm and com
to Mexico by continued
number of Herdfordshire villages, and
i,
f
jq
N. M., at 9:00 A. m. dally except
Stane leaves lite Parle. X, M.. for Klizatiethtown,
in some
bo me of the finest old homes in thestrone anneal to the Individual mem- - reports that are published
in
fortable
home, no matter what the weather without.
Giidtvya. Fare fc oo one way 13.50 ,'ound trip: fifty pound baxgaxe carried tree.
your
. fur the suutli at 11:11 p. in. larrlvea from
districts of the Midlands are bers of the organization to attend the quarters that trouble exists in the Reclay
Des Mi.lnes, S,
tb
O, ,tS train leave
it
and
The Perfection gives a strong, widespread heat,
gives
Archi- annual convention of the American public of Mexico and another revolu
threatened with destruction.
th at 4:38 a m
It is always ready for use and burns nine hours on a single
quickly.
and builders attribute the distur National Livestock Association, to be tion is brewing," said Dr. T. F. Martin
tects
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V G. DEDMAN,
no more trouble than a lamp. It can be carried anywhere ;
filling
bances solely to the shrinkage of the held in Denver, Colorado, next month, of Tampico, president of the Mexican
V. P. & G.
Q. P. Agent.
Superintendent.
no pipes, no wires, no flues ; no smoke, odor or dirt.
subsoil which is much worse on thejrn a letter sent to each member they Gulf Coast Agricultural Association
who is in San Antonio to attend the
The heater that givj complete satisfaction.
clay soils which normally hold the'say.
most water.
This year's Perfection is finished in either blue enamel or plain steel; nickel
"We call your attention to the fact International Fair with the. Tampico
All parts
trimmings ; light and ornamental, yet strong and durable as can be made.
that the cattle raiser is in serious exhibit. "Mexico today is just enterflame spreader prevents smoking.
easily cleaned. Automatic-lockinGeneral regret is felt that Dr. Har- danger of having to face free trade In ing upon the most prosperous career,
Dealers everywhere ; or write toanyaseQcyofthe
vey W. Wiley chief of the Bureau of meats and cattle, which would reduce and it will far exceed that of any year
revOil
Chemistry of the United States De- permanently the price of cattle to the in the past," he said. "The recent
(Incorporated)
partment of Agriculture was not able level of what meats could be laid olution was one of the shortest in the
to accept the invitation of the Council down for in this country from South world and after December 1 there will
ot the Pure Food and Health Society America and cattle from Mexico and not be a vestige of dissatisfaction In
of Great Britain to preside at their Canada.
This association has unani- - any section of the country."
Dr. Martin said that while the Diaz
to Dr. Greenfell
A
an
American
FOR
HOSPITAL
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to
held
National
be
there
Itself against free
Congress
Mexico
to
Pacific
mously
and
JEW
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ice, Arizona,
Coast,
was liberal to foreign capDEEP-SEgovernment
FISHERMEN.' friend and the auxiliary yawls, Yale next March.
and
well
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known
Dr.
cattle
of
meats,
Wiley
hides,
importation
MEXICO CENTRAL to Terraoca,
that of the United
e ital, and especially
and Andrew J. McCosh, presented by in England both for his advocacy of livestock products.
To protect
food laws at home and for his selves it is necessary to have united Slates, he believes the Madero govOne Way to Reduce Life Costs of American college students, show that
ernment will be equally or more so,
Dr. Grenfell's work has found appre attendance here at numerous congres- s
of the entire
a Peaceful industry American
for the new president received his
ciation in this country.
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Sailors
Charity.
Dependent
THE
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training in the United States and
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(Thomas W. Salmon M. D., United chance to obtain medical relief on
to the people here.
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attend
We
meeting
urge you
It is hoped at the coming congress,
States Marine Hospital Service.)
Banquerau, St. Pierre Bank and the to formulate practical proposals for Denver as a delegate from this asso
of
a
company
Every August
COUGHING AT NIGHT.
Grand Banks is when a small hospital the
and curious
men and women
OR
standardizing of food stuffs, for ciation."
Means loss of sleep, which is bad for
a the definition of
and
maintained
by
ship
by
charity
are
what
legitimate
summer boarders gather, in Glou- small
everyone.
Foley's
Honey and Tar
grant from the French govern- and illegitimate manufacturing procescester to take part in a ceremony ment makes
Compound stops the cough at once,,
her summer visits to the ses, for the proper distribution of food
relieves the tickling and dryness in
At other times on for sale, for the codification of exist'else in the United States. It is the
pounds
ROUTE
the throat and heals the inflamed
these banks and at all times on banks ing laws, for the centralization of the
Palace.
annual memorial service for the deep
membranes. Prevents a cold develop-- !
which
lie
no
nearer
aid
home
medical
Govof
John
T.
work
Evans, City.
sea fishermen who have perished at
inspection in the Local
or pneumonia.
ing into bronchitis
whatever is available in time of need. ernment Board.
G. W. Armijo, City.
sea. Not more than 6.000 men go
in the house.
Refuse
it
always
Keep
The injured man must grit his teeth
J. P. Garcia, Costilla.
The Society will endeavor to pres"cut from Gloucester" to the deep, and bear it with the chance of
substitutes.
being
H.
Chicago.
Weeks,
ten
the
sea fisheries, yet during
last
ent a strong legislative program to the
Par rates and full information address
For sale by all druggists.
permanently crippled increasing every
the chief feature of C. E. Lewis, Denver.
years the names of more than 600
government,
man
with
and
the
stricken
minute,
T.
Denver.
A.
p-Royce,
a- - p- which will seek to correct the abuses
Gloucester fishermen have been read sudden illness
must console himself
Charles P. Scully, Denver.
In time of war
at these services.
alleged to have grown up on account
El Paso Texas.
FOR SALE.
with
the
reflection
he
that perhaps
F. L. Edminster, City.
of the food and drug inspectors work
such a loss would fill the land with
of the Interior, Washington'
has one of those diseases which doc-- !
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Baltimore.
L.
J.
Mayfield,
is
but.
in Gloucester it
under local authority. So lax
11. O., October 14. 1911. Sealed bids marked
mcurning;
tors cannot cure anyway.
Often it. ing only
outside "Bid for timber on Jicarilla Itidiun
J. A. Sargent, New York.
some of the local authorities behave
simply counted as the cost ot a
Reservation. New Mexico." and addressed to
happens that after a week or morel come it is said the law Is a dead letter
Coronado.
tio.j nfif nl inrlnotrv
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washing-- I
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baitnd a in several places.
J. P. Garcia, Costilla.
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In looking about for a remedy the ford on the playing field after he has
per M. board feet for the first six years of the
John Stafford, Espanola.
ies that went astray or in the schoon most
contract and ?3.50per M. board feet for the Uist
significant fact is that the deep completed four years residence. Some
Montezuma.
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R. H. Hanna, City.
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sufficient to c ure. Besides those who for
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CLARISSA MSCKIE

"I can't stand It any longer I won't
it!" was Nellie Page's decision
as she sank wearily into a chair. "It
I bad dreamed that
Bob
was so
wretchedly poor I don't care, I will
say it I would never have married
him, so there!"
There was no one to hear this passionate outburst of Bob Page's young
wife, unless one counted Bob's homely
bull dog Flinders who crouched on the
dusty rug before the empty fireplace,
his bulbous eyes fixed on the girl's
flushed pretty face and his black lip
curled in its habitual sneer of derision.
Nellie had always thought Flinders'
sarcastic expression was cute to a degree but tonight as she saw his steady
gaze fixed on her, as if he suspected
disloyalty to his master, she hated the
curl of his lip above his row of little
white teeth she hated Flinders because he was Bob's dog.
It had been a miserable day, a day
like a hundred others since she had
married Bob Page. Bob had left hastily to catch his train into town and
Nellie knew that he had scarcely tasted
the wretched breakfast which was the
best she could prepare after several
in the
of
months
experimenting
kitchen.
Nellie Page was like thousands of
other girls in her station in life. Her
father made just enough money to keep
his daughter's hands free from the
"soil" of housework, to save her from
the drudgery that her mother had suffered when they were first married.
Henry Borden had so provided that
Nellie could have accomplishments of
a showy sort, depending upon the
beauty and charm of his daughter to
consummate the sort of marriage that
would lift her above all the petty details of economy and housework. Therefore Nellie Borden was a brilliant
pianist and could sing prettily; could
paint a little, embroider exquisitely,
could make a concoction of creamed
eggs in the chafing dish and that was
all.
Nellie didn't fall in love with a man
who could immediately place her at
the head of a retinue of servants who
might relieve her of any responsibility
In the
Nellie fell in
love with a struggling young lawyer
and Bob Page was struggling, slipping,
Bliding, scrambling to keep a foothold
on the running board of an overcrowded profession.
But he stayed there
though he had to wait for his money
and that made them behind with their
butcher a ' baker and grocer and Nellie grew pet vish and Bob became more
tired and careworn as the months went
around and he saw how impossible It
was for a poor man to make any headway when he had a wife who loathed
housework because she did not understand how to do it properly, who
couldn't prepare a meal fit to be eaten
and who persistently reminded him
that they were poorer than their
neighbors.
Nellie Page was slowly becoming
that most unfortunate of women, a
discontented wife, and Bob was being
as slowly disillusioned of his dreams
of love in a cottage.
Nellie reread a letter she had received from her mother that morning.
In the epistle Mrs. Borden had said
that she and her husband were about
to take a little southern trip and if it
were not for the fact that Bob needed
his wife at home they would take Nellie with them. Nellie rebelled now
because she could not go. She had
nothing to wear and she was ashamed
to tell her father that Bob was so slow
about colecting his bills.
Suddenly she jumped to her feet
and tossed the letter into the waste
basket. She looked at the clock and
saw that it lacked two hours of Bob's
"I'll do it it will
homecoming.
frighten him well and serve him
Btand

home-makin-

right!"
For a half hour Nellie Page worked
busily and at the end of that time she
packed a suit case, dressed herself for
a journey and sat down and scribbled
a note to her husband. She wrote it in
pencil on a scrap of paper and she
managed to convey within a small
space and in a few words ail her discontent with their mode of life and
her disappointment in him and she
told him that she was going away.
That was all. This note she placed on
his desk in the living-room- ,
exchanged
one defiant look with Flinders, and
went out of the house.
She was vexed that she had to walk
the quarter of a mile to the railroad
station. One of her neighbors passing
swiftly in a motor car, apparently did
not see her and Nellie's discontent
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"Somebody told me wasn't It ab- surd? I wonder who ate it?" They j
uuui laugnea.
"She gave it to her laundress, and
the woman told our Nora."
"What right has a woman to get
married if she doesn't know bow to
take care of a house and make her
husband comfortable?"
"No more right than a man has to
Associated Literary Frets.)
marry when he can't support a wile. (Copyright, ign, bj
But Bob Page is certainly holding up
Helena Brooke flew to the telehis end."
phone.
"She doesn't play fair in the matri"Yes?" she asked expectantly.
monial game," was the other woman's
"Dear," said her lover's voice, "I'm
comment. "I suppose she would be sorry that I cannot come tonight.
thunderstruck to think that he was May I come tomorrow evening indisillusioned I'll wager you he's sick stead?"
and tired of married life already."
"Why not this evening?" pouted
"It will end in divorce," declared the Helena.
first speaker decidedly, as they arose
"Oh, because!" he cried gayly. "I'll
and went toward the door for just then tell you another time. It's a secret
the train came to a standstill in the just now."
"Jack! Very well Come tomorbig station.
Stunned by the realization of ber row eveding if you have nothing betreown position in the matter, as
ter to do," and decidedly out of temvealed by the thoughtless chatter of per Helena hung up the receiver, cuther neighbors, Nellie Page walked out ting off Jack Henshaw's words with
of the train and into another one that clicking abruptness.
was due to leave in five minutes. One
Up in her own pretty room Helena
thought whirled around giddily In her locked the door and sank into a big
demind. She must hurry home and
chair beside the window. It was bad
stroy that dreadful note she had writ- enough that Jack should have set
ten to her husband. She must never aside her special Invitation for that
let him realize what a selfish, unreas- evening it was her birthday and he
onable woman he had married. What, did not know it. Her mother had
she asked herself,
over and over asked Bridget to make a birthday
again as the train sped toward home, cake, and it was to be brought in durwhat had she contributed toward the ing the evening decorated with spun
happiness of their home?
sugar and candies.
Helena's
married sister, Dorcas
Suppose anything happened to Bob
before she had a chance to tell him Wade, and Frank Wade, her husband,
that now she knew what was wrong were coming over and Frank had
she would work hard to make it right promised to bring his 'cello. Jack
she would take cooking lessons she Henshaw's
violin occupied a perwould study the housekeeping maga- manent place now on Helena's piano
zines.
and she had planned an impromptu
The more she pondered the greater concert. This was all to be a surwas her wonder that Bob had ever prise to Jack.
Now Jack had spoiled it all by
married her; she marveled that he had
been so patient. Suppose, after all his begging off from the invitation.
love for her was dead that he was, as Helena felt positive that he was gothe women on the train had suggest- ing off somewhere with that horrid
What would her life Ned Speedle, who had a little place
ed, disillusioned.
be without Bob's love and devotion?
down on Long Island where he mainThoroughly frightened and remorse- tained kennels of which he might
ful and hating herself for her blind- well be proud, for they bore a naness Nellie Page fairly ran down the tional reputation. Ned Speedle also
street toward home. Her heart almost owned a low, vicious-lookingray
stopped beating when she saw a light racing automobile in which he was
In the sitting-roowindow. Bob must won't to tear around the countryside.
Helena Brooke was positive that
be home. He had taken an earlier
train and by this time he had found Jack was going off on some mad ride
her note and read it and Nellie did with Ned Speedle.
Why he should
not dare think of the look he would do this she could not understand, because Speedle was not at all to Jack's
give her.
The front door was unlocked and taste; but he had spoken of the wild
she slipped noiselessly In and dropped motorist several times lately and had
e
her
bag in the hall closet. expressed a desire to visit the kenThen she stood unnoticed in the door- nels at Dogwood.
The birthday evening was not enway and looked at her husband with
tirely a successful occasion, although
questioning Beared eyes.
Bob was playing with Flinders who Helena herself was bright and gay.
frisked heavily around his master. Dorcas and Frank came and played
barking sharply as Bob waved a crum- - and sang, but Helena sat mutely
pled scrap of paper to and fro over thoughtful while the music drifted
the dog's head.
through the rooms.
It was the note. He had read It.
Bridget's entrance with the cake
and after
Nellie leaned against the door, a sud was a welcome intrusion,
Bob , they had eaten of the cake, the
den faintness assailing her.
must have cared little for her If he Wades went home, and Helena was
could give her note to the dog for a free to seek her chamber and weep
into her pillow.
plaything.
It was not so much his not being
All at once Flinders saw her, ber
body stiffened and he stood rigidly there, she told herself, it was the fact
watching her, his head poised on one he had deliberately put another
side, the little black sneer curling his pleasure before the delight of being
with her.
Up.
The next day she nourished a bitter
"Woof!" said Flinders and tore
across the floor to meet her as he resentment toward Jack Henshaw
used to do in the days before she re- until she believed that his indifferbuffed him.
ences had killed her love.
Late in the afternoon she rum"What is it?" and Bob turned quickly, to see his wife staring dumbly at maged through her writing desk and
him. "What is the matter, sweet- gathered all of Jack Henshaw's precious letters into a pocket. One letheart?" he asked, gaining her side.
"The note, did you read it. Bob?" ter she kept out that, in spite of her
she gasped, pointing to the scrap of jealous anger, she decided to keep;
paper he held and which was now she could burn it after one more
Its tender words would
nicked around the edges by the playful perusal.
then reveal anew to her the perfidy
teeth of Flinders.
"Was it a note?" asked Bob, sur- of man and emphasize the fortunate
prised. "Why, no. When I got home I escape she had had from a man who
found Flinders chewing this scrap of preferred the dubious company of
paper into a ball and we've been play- Ned Speedle to that of the girl be
ing with it." He smoothed it out a lit- was engaged to!
So Helena tied the letters in a
tle and then shook his head over the
half obliterated characters. "It was fresh sheet of pink tissue paper, tied
written in pencil and I guess Flinders the square package with a bit of
has chewed all the sense out of it," he pink ribbon, and tucked the letters
declared, tossing the paper Into the away in a drawer in her desk ready
to give to Jack Henshaw when he
waste basket
Nellie was down on the floor her should come that night. She had alarms around Flinders whom she was ready written a brief note to him
hugging. She turned a rosy face up telling him to bring her letters with
to her husband.
"Oh, Bobby, dear, if him when he came.
ever you're tempted to write a perfectJack Henshaw obeyed her behest
ly silly, unjust note to anybody just to come at eight o'clock, and his frank,
write it In pencil and leave it around handsome face was puzzled when his
for Flinders to destroy!"
eyes met the coolness in hers.
Then Nellie Page crept into her hus"What is the matter, Nell?" he
band's loving arms and told him the asked bluntly.
Helena tried to be calm, but her
whole story.
"Because it will take both of us to voice shook when she spoke. "I
play the matrimonial game and play asked you to come last night you
it fairly," she said, in the light of her preferred to enjoy the company of "
"How did you know that?" denew understanding.
manded Jack.
"I knew," returned Helena with
Not for Him.
more assurance. "I wanted you to
"Look here, Dinah," said Binks, aa
come last night because it was my
he opened a questionable egg at breakand I wanted you " she
fast, "is this the freshest egg you can birthday
was obliged to stop or betray her
find?"
weakness.
"We
"Naw, suh," replied Dinah.
"Your birthday was yesterday?"
a
laid
done got hail dozen
diss mornin',
stammered.
he
"Why I thought it
suh, but de bishop's comln' down hyar was
today and
next month, suh, and we's savin' all de
Helena was not listening to him.
fresh aigs for him, suh." Harper's
She was bracing herself to meet a
Weekly.
Hentragic moment "Jack Mr.
Hopeless Case.
shaw I am sure we have made a
Mabel I am sure he must have great mistake.
I know I have, and
loved her very dearly.
I am sure that I shall never be happy
Maude I should say so. He mar- with you I I am sorry,
ried her in spite of the fact that he Helena's voice faltered and was stllL
had been out in the rain all one afterA great silence fell upon the room.
noon, was seasick with her, and saw Helena stared at the mass of glowher unexpectedly at home the morn- ing coals in the grate. Jack Hening after a dance. London Opinion.
shaw stared blankly into space.
Jack said
"Very well, Helena,"
quietly, almost curtly. "It Is my
A Lingering Doubt.
to make you happy; If I can
"I wasn't quite satisfied with the pleasure
best do it by giving you back your
way the new pilot I engaged for my freedom I will do it at
whatever
airship answered me when I asked cost to myself."
him how he liked his job."
Without a word Helena drew his
"What was his answer?"
from her finger and laid It in
ring
to
tha
down
him
"He said It suited
the
palm he outstretched to receive
ground."
it at her gesture. Then, her eyes still
seeking the fire, she spoke again.
Just Suited.
"I have some letters I wish to re"Mr. Marbleman, the sculptor, cer- turn to you." She rang the bell and
to
be
a
wife
he
proud
has
ought
tainly
when a servant appeared she said:
of. She is an exemplar of all the
"Nora, bring me a package wrapped
virtues."
In pink paper from my desk; you will
A
should
he.
as
It
"That's
sculptoi find it in the second left hand
ought to have a model wife."
drawer."

WRAPPED IN
PINK PAPER

tell-tal-

with life was deepened.
There were not many pasons going
into town on that train but the woman
in the motor and another one who
lived next door to the Page's suburban cottage were in the same coach
and in the
of the winter afternoon sat down in the seat behind Nellie without recognizing her.
She pulled her thick veil more closely
around her face and leaned back
against the big fur collar of her coat.
The train started and the voices of
the women in the rear were lifted with
unconscious clearness so that Nellie
Page heard every word that was said.
"Jack says he will put the case in
the hands of Mr. Page he thinks Bob
Page Is a clever lawyer and bound to
get to the front."
"If he isn't too heavily handicapped!" was the other woman's startling remark.
"Handicapped?
Oh, you mean his
wife."
"Yes I lone to shake her. sometimes. I wonder how a sensible, ambitious young man such as Bob Pace
'was, ever fastened himself to such a
affair as his wife bas
turned out to be. She's a pretty girl,
too. In a way."
"Discontented looking. She ought to
he thankful to have gotten such a
husband as Bob
clean,
Page. He's one In a thousand."
"Looks awfully seedy and down
nowadays."
The Real Thing.
"What man wouldn't when he has
"Gertrude's young man always
to help with the housework every treats her In such
a cold way."
night. Did you hear that she made
"How lot"
a soup out of smoked beef the
"Treat! her every night to let
shaved sort you knowf'
semi-darkne-

ln

whole-soule-

d

I"

but"

Ton asked me to"bring you'r letters
with me," he said, quietly placing the
vase in her hand. "They are in that
little vase."
"I do not understand," faltered
Helena, all her ans;er and jealousy
suddely dissolved In a great terror
of losing him forever. She lifted the
lid of the vase and saw within a pile
of grayish-blacaBhes. "I do not understand," she repeated.
Jack Henshaw turned his eyes away
from the delicate beauty of her face.
"Your letters to me since we have
been engaged In fact every word you
have written to me were too precious to leave carelessly around, but I
wanted to keep them In some form
and so I burned them. The aBhes of
your letters to me are In that little
vase. They are as dead as the ashes
if your love seem to be."
Before Helena could utter a word
Nora returned with the package,
somewhat breathless, but her honest
face wearing a triumphant expression. In her hand she held a square
package wrapped in pink tissue paper.
"Give the package to Mr. Henshaw,"
said Helena. And as Jack took it he
weighed It in his hand with a smile.
"Rather light reading," he commented wryly. "I suppose you have
no objection to my putting them on
the fire now?"
Helena nodded assent and he tore
off the pink paper, disclosing a white
pasteboard box. In a trice the lid
was off and there, rippling over his
fingers was an alluring mass of auburn puffs and curls that exactly
matched Helena's lovely hair.
For an instant they both started
horrified at the frivolous curls that
had adorned Helena's head the winter
before.
"Nora has brought the wrong package I forgot this one was wrapped
In pink paper also," faltered Helena,
and then her violet eyes met Jack's
doubting brown ones and saw a
gleam of mirth in them.
"It's the funniest thing that ever
happened," laughed Helena.
"How about the original pink package that is yet unharmed?" asked
.

M.

PAGE SEVEN

riME TABLE ALL

WANTS

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

LOCAL TRAINS
af

FOR RENT Six room house, with
fv.rniture.
D. S. Lowltzki.

Iesve

Chemical and Microscopical
8 10 a. m. connect with No 3 wst
Fl'RNISHED room, with light, heat jound, No. 10 eastbound.
blood, sputum, urine
and bath for gent. This office.
9anU Fe 12:10 and gastric contents. Directions
Returning arrive
for collecting specimens given op
?. m.
-t

j

FOR RENT Eight room house. 11
De Vargas. Apply Geo. .M. Kinsell.

'East

WANTED
dressmaking.
mon's store.

Apprvni Ice
giri
Apply Monday at

for
Sal-- j

!
FOR SALE WOO one and
old Shropshire Hams, all A. No.
stock. C. E. Hartley.

with No.

p. mp connect

4
-

.'teturnlng

1,

west-iound- .

arrive at Santa Fe,

6:31

with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arrv at San. a Fe 11:10

9

D. & ft. O.
y.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from nortb.
New exlco Central Ry.
WANTED To Luy goats. Address,
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No.
Nick Kriondi ris. In care of L. Low- i east and 1 south and west.
ilzky, San Francisco St., Santa Fe,
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connection!
N. M.
from No. 3 east.

PROFITS FOR YOU! ManuNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
facture Barley crisp. New confection.
of the Interior,
5c package costs you
Machine Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Litten-fiel$7.50 prepaid.
10c.
Samples
Oct. 14, 1911.
Co., 4:52 Osehner Bldg.,
SacraNotice is hereby given that Bonifamento, Calif.
cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
WANTSED
Salesmen:
Liberal Nov. 12, 1911, made Homestead
for SE
Section 33,
contract for good mn in rural dis17 N., Range 12 K., X. M.
Township
Actricts. No money required.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
quaintance with Highway or County to make final five year proof, to esofficials essential. P. 0. Box 518, Chitablish claim to the land above decago.
scribed, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.,
P,IG PROFITS for you!
Manufacon the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
ture Barley Crisp. New Confection.
Claimant names as witnesses:
5c package costs you 1c.
Machine
Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio Sando
$5.00 prepaid.
Samples FREE. Shaf- val, Placido Armijo. and Maximo Urfer Co., 52S Natoma St., San Francis- ban, all of Pecos, X. M.
co, Calif.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
SALESMAN WANTED To handle
1912 line of calendars, bunk supplies,
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
cloth and leather goods, yard sticks,
rules, pencils, fans and novelties; liberal commission.
ECONOMY ADATTORNEYS AT LAW
VERTISING CO., Iowa City, Iowa.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
WANTED A permanent positon
Attorney-at-Lafor a first class lady cook. Wages $10
New Meilc
Ssnta Fe,
per week. When applying state positions held for the past two years and
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
length of time at each place. Address
Attorneyso.t-Laor telephone. The Vailey Ranch, ValPractice in tje Distrl t Court as
N.
M.
ley Ranch,
well as before the Supreme Court oi

Dentist.
Over

Spitz's Jewelry Store.

Rooms
Phone Red C.

1, 2

and

3.

Hours Sa. m to
And by Appointment.

Office

5 p. m.

Fraternal Societies

A

MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1. V F.

Regular

Lodge
& A. M.

communi-

cation first Monday
of each month at
Hall
a
Masonic
7.S0.
H. H. DORMAX.

102C5-07S7-

CHAS. E. LINXEf.

Secreta.-y-

.

Master

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.

1, R.

A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each moBth
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Comn.anderj
No.

1, K. T.

Regular

conclave fourth

Mon-

day in each month at
Masonic Hal) at 7:39
J-J-

i'

p. m.

CHAS. A. WHEBLOX. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Hecorder.

Santa Fe ixidge ot
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

the

third MoDday of each month
7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotlsh Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

at

Secretary.

Phone 231.

"That same but he's not wrapped
SELLING Our Exclusive
in pink paper," grinned Jack as he
Linen
opened the door to admit Helena's Heel and Toe guaranteed hosiery direct from mill to wearer, pays big profdelayed birthday present
its; all styles and qualities; custo-

SETTING THE COUNTRY'S TIME mers waiting; repeat orders Insure
permanent increasing income; excluterritory; credit. Address PARBut, After All, What's the Use? It sive
KER MILLS, 753 Chestnut St., PhilDoesn't Really Exist in Scheme
years ago western railroad centers often bad as many as
seven standards of time, besides the
local mean solar time. Now, every
day, just before noon, the tick of the
clock at the United States naval observatory at Washington comes over
every Western Union wire throughout
the land click! click till at ten seconds before meridian there falls a
hush which is broken by the tick that
marks noon not noon for all the land
at once, but noon in a strip fifteen degrees wide. In the next strip west,
central time, it is eleven o'clock, and
so on till at San Francisco, Pacific
time, it is nine o'clock, while in New
York the clock bands close together
at the zenith of the dial. '
If we could flash around the watery
globe to that imaginary line where
the day takes up its course we should
reach the place in the Pacific where
Sunday's midnight leaves off and Tuesday's morn begins. A paradox? Verily, and more than a paradox. Nature
here traps us in the lie we told her
that we might win her treasures from
her. She knows it is a lie, and proves
It to us that there is no such thing as
time. It's but a word; it has no real
entity, no existence save in the
thought of man. Munsey's.

M

N

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

BIG

change.

e

Nat. Bank Bid?.. Albuquerque

1

prize-winnin- g

Twenty-fiv-

State

7:20 p. m. couect

. m.

two-year--

application.

5. m.

....

of Nature.

Diseases.

Genito-l'rinar-

The following are the time table? THE WASSERMAN & NOOICM'
lie local railroads:
TE5T5. SAI.VARSAN "606"
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry."
ADMINISTERED.

Jack practically.
"I shall keep that after all," said
Helena, "because oh, Jack, I am bo
wicked and jealous and everything;
just to punish me you must never tell
me about where you went and what
you did last evening."
She was safe in the shelter of his
arms now. "I'll have to tell you
can't get out of it. I thought today
was your birthday, never mind how
I figured it out and so last
the territory.
night I
TYPEWRfTERS.
New Mexico.
went down to Dogwood kennels with
Las Cruces,
Cleaned,
and
New
adjusted
Ned Speedle to bring home to you
repaired.
furnished.
RibbonB and sup
that
French bulldog platens
C. W. O. WAF.D
Typewriters sold, exchanged
who hasn't a curly hair on his body, plies.
District Attorn y
Territorial
but whose name is " He paused and rented. Standard makes hand lei For San Miguel and Mora Counties
All repair work and
for effect.
typewrite guar Lai Vegas,
New Mexico.
"Not Curly?" cried Helena, de- antecd-- Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
E. C. ABB0T7
lightedly.

B.

adelphia.

New
Mexican
comPrinting
pany has prepared civil and criminal
lockets especially for the use of Jus
aces of the peace. They are especially ruled,
with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
ood record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers md canvas tides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justicei
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
lombir.ed Civil and CrlaitcJ . . 4.o
are 10
inches. These books arc
made up in civil and criminal dockets.
eparate of 32 pages each, or with
ooth civil and criminal bound in on
book, 80 paae civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they art
offered at the following srices
Civil or Criminal
2.7
For 46 cents actional for a singls
docket, or 65 cents additional for s
combination docket, they will be sent
ay mall or prepaid express. Cash is
full must accompany
order. Stats
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed beading Is wanted.

Attorny-at-L-

a

B. P. O. E.

Practice in the District and 5u
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
sttention given to all business.

Santa Fe Lodge

4e,

its regular session oa
the second and fourth

New Mexico

Banta Fe.

No.

B. P. O. E. holds

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney snd Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Cour
snd given spaclat attention to casei
before the Territorial Supreme Court. J.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M

D. SENA,

of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Independent Order of Beavers.
8anta Fe, N. M.
San la Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. hold
Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers
are always welcome.
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.

GEO. W. PRICHARD.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
President
Law.
at
Attorneys
C. J. NEIS,
Practice in the courts and before
Secretary.
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
F. W. FARMER
Banta Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-cla- ,
Homestead No.
N. M.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Secon
and Fourth Thurs

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in ail the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.

Be-

days. Fireman'!

New Mexico.

Taos,

Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney

and

counseiior-at-La-

Herewith are some bargains offered
rarmer.
Practicing before all the courts w
by the New Mexican PrintinsCom-pany- :
the
Territory.
Code of Civil Procedure ef the
Santa Fe Cams
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Territory of New Mexico. 1897. sheep
13514, M. W. A.
bound, $1 ; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Extraordinary Bird.
.neets second TuesPROBERT & COMPANY
The capture of a specimen of the Pleading forms, (5; Misseun Code
day each month, so
Investments
"takahe," or flightless rail, of New Pleadings.
6; the two for $10.
cia.1 meeting
tLir4
Latds, Mines, Bonds & Stocli.
Zealand, has ever been accounted an Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
Tuesday at Elk
Money Loaned for investors
So far as is al New Mexico, 1889, 18
event in ornithology.
Jl and 1903,
Hall. Vlsting neigh
We have for sale general stocks ol
known, only four specimens of this English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
bors welcome.
Yard
Retail
Lumber
Merchandise,
bird has been obtained.
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexlbk and
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
other Business Opportunitlei
The takahe (Notornis hoenstetteri) Jover Poclct Dockets,
11.25:
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk- single,
Tao ixmnty.
Is about equal in size to a goose, but two or more
throughout
New
books, SI each.
Bank References Furnished
its wings are very small, and, unlike
Surreme Ceurt Reperts, sic
Santa Fe Camp No.
all of his relatives in other lands, it
New Mexico
Taos,
and in inclusive, $3.30 each. Cons
cannot fly. Its breast is of a rich
6673, R. N. A. meets
blue color, and its powerful beak is .illation Corporation La.vs, 7G e. Coa
fourth Tuesday of
illation
c
Mining Laws, "0
M. DIAZ,
described as a large equilateral triMoney'
DR.
each
month; soof
New Vqxjco F sports.
ul)
angle of hard pink horn, apparently an jigest
cial meeting third
DON
GASPAR
RESIDENCE,
sieeD. $r..50: full list unheal blanks.
excellent weapon.
Tuesday at Elks'
AVE
The first specimen of this bird was
HalL VlslHnf
second
in
in
the
the
1851,
1S49,
For
caught
coughing, dryness and tickling
Phone, 21 6 Red
neighbors welcom
in the throat, hoarseness and all
third in 1879 and the fourth in 1900.
NETTIE VTCKROY.
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honev
Oracle,
220
Black
HUMAN.
Phone,
ALMOST
ana Tar compound.
no
Contains
FLORENCE RISING.
opiates.
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M.
Recorder.
For sale by all druggists.

J.

Let Him Know it If you are out ol
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A wast advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If yon hare any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

'
''''

THE PALACE
AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

Now

HOTELS

Under the Same Management.

Have you Hurnleheorrtooms to Rent? The only GOOD HOTELS In the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
little campaign Want advertising
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
in the New Mexican will keep the income from your furnished rooms from
Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
The classified columns are Large Sample
lapsing.
looked
up closely and it will
always
pay you well to use them.
A

Proprietor.

'
'

Mr. Kicker

human.

Some dogs are almost

MEN

AND

WOMEN

FOR GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Coronado Restaurant

Free booklet tells about 360,000
Mrs. Kicker Yes; they growl over
The maid departed and Jack drew their meals just as some men do.
protected positions In U. S. Civil Service.
More than 40,000 vacancies
from his coat pocket a small box of
Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
lifetime
white Ivory. From the box he took
every year,
employment
A Great Relief.
a small alabaster urn, delicately
to
Just
examinaask
for
get.
Famished rooms in coaaectioo.
Easy
Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
We didn't waste much of our tun
carved with flowers in relief, while
tion booklet ; New Mexico Civil SerOn either "dry" or "wet,"
on the lid there was poised a dove But here's the reason for this rhyme,
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box 222 Sai Francisco Street
G. LL'PE HERRERAtfro
::
::
We're glad it's o'er, you bet!
with outstretched jrinjes.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. X.

PACE EIGHT
'

f

GERMAN-MILLE- D

Empress' flour

FOR RENT Three or four rooms.
furnished or unfurnished for light
housekeeping
Apply 201) Jefferson St.
XOTICK
hereby given
that hunting
is prohibited ou our

Xo'tiris

ranchis.

sirixgo,
;fo. s. twekdy.

every Baking Problem.

Famous

BOS

Santa Fe,

4.

Car-rill- o
d

Santa
For New Mexico Snow and
colder tonight with cold wave
in north portion. Rain or sno.v
in south portion tonight or
cold
Sunday; colder with
wave. Fair and colder in north
portion Sunday.

i

well-know- n

I

Chicken Dinner tomorrow at the
Do
not
New
State
Restaurant,
miss it.
The Regular Meeting of the Worn- an's Board of Trade will be held at
2:30 o'clock Monday afternoon.
Your Signature Embossed on your,
jpr.eket knife handle is the latest from
Germany at GOEBELS.
Apples Order your winter apples
now, $2.50 per bbl (ir,0 lbs.) Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 3312G.
to the
Your Attention is called
j

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Phone No.

up.

aafflBESESSWlW

j

A

Grocery, Bakery and Market,

mm

HAYWARD S

MARKET

92.. .Phone ..92

N. M.

advertisement of F F.
Gormley. It is of interest to everybody.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Cosme
of Upper Palace Avenue, a
boy last night, Friday, Novem
ber 10, 1911. Both mother and babe
are doing well.
j
Death of an Old Timer Captain'
old- Michael Maloney, a
timer in Santa Fe comity, died at Cer-- j
rillos. His remains were brought to
Santa Fe and were interred in the
National cemetery.
GET
THE
WILLIAM
FRANK
CHILDRENS WAISTS of us. Best
made, try one. W. K. Goebel Co.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
was recorded today in the probate
clerk's office irm Yicial Romero j
Ortiz and wife to .''jhl and Martinez J
ol Esnanola. for their interest m the
Jacona Grant, consideration beina

change of

ivcvxtX5ii

NOT Is

GERMAN PROCESS.

F. ANDREWS,

WaaiSfS8aS

j

92.. ..Phone.. ..92

It's Firver-Whit- er
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

duly

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1911.

Fe, X. M., Xov. 11.

c. a.

the answer to

JL

M.

pir.o.
Good

clear pictures at the Elks' to- nijrht and always.
New Schedule of D. & R. G. Begin
&
Rio
ning tomorrow the Denver
Grande changes its schedule for the
winter months, leaving Santa Fe at
a. m. instead of 10:15 a m,
and the south bound train. - reaches
here at 4:20 p. m. instead of 3:05 p. m.
and iron fences
Buy monuments
from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver. P. A. Sandoval. Santa Fe, local

JAMES

OMEN
lltfiii'WAlUl
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate tirr.e under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE

tip

You."

Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

Dealer iu New and

Second-Han-

IK

nt

mm

Z

.3

i;:

d

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

New and

d

w

E HAVE some now

Library Tables in
Mission and Waxed
Golden Oak. These
justcame in and are the season's latest designs.
We also have a new assortment of
Dressers at prices that range from
$12.00 to $35.00.

Goods-

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Second-lian-

PHONE 56 BLACK.

B

Second-Han-

Palace Avenue.

Dining Chairs of all kinds, in sets
and odd ones too. If you want Dining
Chairs we are the people to see we
Prices from
have the assortment.
$1.25 each to $36.00 per set.

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest .Cash Price Paid for

4 15

Library Tables

DAVID LOWITZK1,

1

::::

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE

Santa Fe Hardware

SANTA FE, N. M.

& Supply Co.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

MARKET REPORT
MONtY AND METALS.
New
York, Nov. 11. Call money
Sil
nominal, prime paper
ver 561-8- ;
Mexican
dollars 4bl-z- ;
41-4l--

Market steady. Beeves 4.65
Texas steers $',5io.85; western
sleers $4.33(fi7.23; scockers and feeders $3Lt5.80; cows and heifers ?216;
300.
9.10;

calves $3.5018.50.
Receipts 1,300.' Market
Sheep
Native $2.50 3. SO; western
steady.
$2.(V3ci3.10;
ye'arlings
$3904.40;
western
lambs, native $3,755x5.80;

Tin 41.8042;
Copper 12
Lead 4.254.30; Amalgamated 591-2- ;
Atchison 108; Great $3.75 5.70.
Sugar 1161-2- ;
n
Kansas City, Nov. 11. Cattle ReNew York Central
Northern 128;
SL'BPOENAES SERVED ON
108
Northern Pacific 1211-4- ; Read ceipts 400, including 200 southerns.
U. S. STEEL TRUST.
Market steady. Native steers $5.50
ing 15318; Southern Pacific 114
Steel G3
9; southern steers $45.25; southUnion Pacific 172
Bv
Lenspcl Wire to New Mexican)
ern cows and heifers $2.754.50; na110.
New York, Nov. 11. Additional sub-- ! pfd.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 11. Lead firm tive cows and heifers $2.50(g)7; stackpoenaes in the government's dissolu- 4. 13
ers and feeders
bulls
((4.17
$3.755.75;
Spelter strong 6.30.
tion suit against the United States
calves
western
LARD AND RIBS.
$3.254.75;
PORK,
GRAIN,
$47;
Steel Corporation were served today
Chicago, 111., Nov. 11. Wheat Dec. steers $4(,7.50; western cows $2.75
on John D. Rockefeller, John Rocke-- I
5.00.
93
May 991-2- .
P.
J.
feller, Jr., Andrew
Carnegie,
6tl-8- .
Market
1,300.
Corn Dec. 62
Sheep
Receipts
May
deH.
and
other
Morgan, Elbert
Gary
Muttons $3 4; lambs $4.25
Oats Dec. 4714; May 49
steady.
fenedants living in this district.
5.75; range wethers and yearlings $3
Pork Jan. 16.23.
4.50; range ewes $23.75.
Lard Jan. 9.321-2- .
Miss Sarah D. Ulmf. one of New
COTTON.
Ribs Jan. 8.40.
Mexico's most talented young ladies,
New York, NOV. 11. Cotton spot
WOOL
MARKET.
has consented to give an elocutionary
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 11. Wool un- closed quiet 5 points higher. Middling
recital at the court house next Tues- 9.50.
Middling
gulf 9.75.
Mica TTlmor changed: territory and western med- uplands
flnv oucnlniT at S n'nlnr.V
Sales 613 bales.
6
20: fin mediums 1G18
is a graduate of the Cumnock School ifumsJ
11 Cilo.
of Oratory of Northwestern Universi-- j
A Children's Matinee every Sunday
Livestock
ty, a pupil of Mrs. .1. Helflin-Cribandj Chicago, Nov. 11. Cattle
at
the Elks' Theater at 3:30.
Receipts
.Dr. Byron King, whose readings here
'

'

b

several years ago many will remem-her. Miss Ulmer will be here to attend
the N. M. E. A. and her recital will be
a delightful prelude for the feast
which is to come the following part
of the week. Miss Ulmer's program
will be a diversified one, so the tastes
of all will be administered to. The
price of admission will be twenty-fiv- e
cents for adults and ten cents for
ijcnwuren. Jet no one miss tne opportuniT.y oi neanng miss timer ana oi
spending a most delightful and profit-- !
able avening.
i
1

'

$1.00 to $2.00 per Dozen

ROSES

--

AT THE- -

CLARENDON

GARDENS,

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

S

Patffoo Ue Home Merchants
ft

Cold Wave Predicted Last night
was windy and this forenoon cloudy
with snow flurries. For tomorrow a
snow storm and a cold wave are predicted. The wind attained a velocity
of 30 miles an hour during the night.
The highest temperature yesterday;
was 5 degrees, the lowest last night
30 degrees, while the relative humidity last evening was 5G per cent.

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

strength and healthfulness.
Made from pure,
1 grape cream of tartar,
free from alum and
phosphatic
acids.

representative.

IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

"It's the Watch for

C. McCONVERY,

purity,

i
f

10:-0- 5

VG RECOMMEND TO YOU THE

Sixty Years
I the Standard
for

a

gagyunimni

it

and cat out patronising the I

Eastern Merchants. They will do nothing for you.
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Department is full up to its capacity. We have just received a large
Readymade
OUR
of LADIES' NOBBY DRESSES, which we will sell you cheaper than you can
buy them East. They range from

which you cannot buy elsewhere for less than a third more. We have a large stock of

Ladies' and Misses' Coats from $8.50 to $50
a piece. We have over 500 Ladies' Waists, which we are selling; at a sacrifice price. We
stock, at very reasonable prices, and we are entitled
carry a large and complete
to your patronage.
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